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Abstract
Motion sensing is one of the most important sensing capabilities of mobile
devices, enabling monitoring physical movement of the device and associat-
ing the observed motion with predeﬁned activities and physical phenomena.
The present thesis is divided into three parts covering diﬀerent facets of mo-
tion sensing techniques. In the ﬁrst part of this thesis, we present techniques
to identify the gravity component within three-dimensional accelerometer
measurements. Our technique is particularly eﬀective in the presence of
sustained linear acceleration events. Using the estimated gravity compo-
nent, we also demonstrate how the sensor measurements can be transformed
into descriptive motion representations, able to convey information about
sustained linear accelerations. To quantify sustained linear acceleration,
we propose a set of novel peak features, designed to characterize movement
during mechanized transportation. Using the gravity estimation technique
and peak features, we proceed to present an accelerometer-based trans-
portation mode detection system able to distinguish between ﬁne-grained
automotive modalities. In the second part of the thesis, we present a novel
sensor-assisted method, crowd replication, for quantifying usage of a pub-
lic space. As a key technical contribution within crowd replication, we
describe construction and use of pedestrian motion models to accurately
track detailed motion information. Fusing the pedestrian models with a
positioning system and annotations about visual observations, we generate
enriched trajectories able to accurately quantify usage of public spaces. Fi-
nally in the third part of the thesis, we present two exemplary mobile appli-
cations leveraging motion information. As the ﬁrst application, we present
iii
iv
a persuasive mobile application that uses transportation mode detection
to promote sustainable transportation habits. The second application is a
collaborative speech monitoring system, where motion information is used
to monitor changes in physical conﬁguration of the participating devices.
Computing Reviews (1998) Categories and Subject
Descriptors:
C.4 [Computer Systems Organization] Performance of Systems:
Modeling techniques
I.5.2 [Pattern Recognition] Design Methodology:
Feature evaluation and selection
I.5.4 [Pattern Recognition] Applications:
Signal processing
H.4.m [Information Systems]:
Information Systems Applications: Miscellaneous
General Terms:
Algorithms, Experimentation, Measurement
Additional Key Words and Phrases:
Mobile Sensing, Motion Sensing, Transportation Mode Detection, Urban
Computing, Crowd Replication, Collaborative Sensing
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The modern world is well characterized by movement. Through continuing
urbanization, people are increasingly moving into cities, with estimated 2.5
billion more people living in urban areas by 2050 [99]. The expanding cities
themselves are constantly in motion with people and goods moving between
destinations. The eﬃciency of a city is thus dependent on the quality of its
transportation network, which provides the means for people and goods to
reach their destinations and goals. Likewise, the modern global trade econ-
omy is strongly based on eﬃcient movement of goods and assets, ranging
from logistics within cities to freight transportation between continents. Be-
sides beneﬁts, transportation also brings challenges. For example, in 2014
transportation was responsible for 24% of the world’s CO2-emissions [119],
and 30% of total EU energy usage [146], stressing the importance of ef-
ﬁcient and eco-friendly transportation. Besides the necessary movement
to transfer between destinations, people also move to maintain health and
well-being, for relaxation, and for social activities. Supporting these ac-
tivities through urban planning and well-designed public spaces is a vital
factor for psychological well-being of a city and its inhabitants [41].
Mobile devices have emerged as one of the main instruments for tracking
movement of people through the use of device-embedded motion sensors.
Mobile devices are a particularly ﬁtting platform for tracking movement
due to their being naturally carried by the users. Being able to capture
detailed information about movement allows researchers and developers to
extract useful information for tracking, measuring and classifying objects
and people. Speciﬁcally, motion information empowers both tracking phys-
ical properties, e.g., acceleration, velocity and heading of the device [64], as
well as recognizing physical activities and phenomena [71]. Such applica-
tions of motion information have been shown to have a high impact across
several domains, such as transportation [96, 116], health and well-being [89],
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security [59], and sports [5]. Transportation in particular can beneﬁt from
passively sensed motion information, as the very nature of transportation
activities is to move between destinations. The physical properties of mo-
tion information, detailed in Section 2.4, can assist in tracking the relative
position of both pedestrians [113], and transportation vehicles [150]. Ma-
chine learning-based motion inference, detailed in Section 2.5, on the other
hand, can be used to associate motion information with transportation
modes [52] and speciﬁc routes [98]. More careful analysis of motion infor-
mation can be used to uncover details about movement, such as pace and
intensity of pedestrian movement [51], or identify driving style [58] and
fuel-eﬃciency [42] within mechanized transportation.
Contemporary mobile devices, such as smartphones and watches, come
equipped with one or more motion sensors, i.e., accelerometers, gyroscopes
and magnetometers, enabling vast potential for tracking motion informa-
tion. However, mobile devices enforce a challenging operating environment
for motion sensing systems. The main challenges are related to variation
in availability and quality of sensors [128], and unconstrained device place-
ment and orientation [83]. Hardware variation is due to the plethora of
commercial smart devices available for users, while unconstrained place-
ment and orientation are due to the mobile device being placed in an ar-
bitrary place, such as trouser pocket, bag or held in hand. From the per-
spective of a motion sensing system, the unknown device orientation results
in a dynamic misalignment between local and global coordinate systems.
The ensuing inability to directly measure motion information respective
to the global reference frame is particularly challenging for physical mo-
tion sensing systems [113, 153]. Machine learning-based motion inference
systems are likewise compromised by unconstrained device placement, as
human bio-mechanics inherently result in diﬀerent motion patterns for dif-
ferent sensor placements [24, 108]. Unknown and dynamic device orienta-
tion additionally requires transforming sensor measurements into a motion
representation which is robust against orientation changes, either by re-
solving required transformation to a common reference frame [150], or by
using an orientation-agnostic motion representation, such as the L2-norm
monitoring the overall force magnitude of the sensor [116]. However, using
such orientation-agnostic motion representation comes at a cost of losing
the three-dimensional decomposition of motion, thus forfeiting directional
information of the motion. Additionally, L2-norm is naturally dominated
by the force of gravity, which can mask even notable sustained linear ac-
celerations on the horizontal plane. The combination of these limitations
is prohibitive for physical motion sensing systems tracking heading and
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velocity, as well as particularly problematic for applications dependent on
measuring movement on the horizontal plane.
Transforming motion information into a global reference frame is able
to overcome the main limitations of using orientation-agnostic motion rep-
resentation, such as the L2-norm, by retaining the internal geometry of
the motion sensor measurements. The ﬁrst step for the reference frame
transformation is typically estimation of the gravity component within
the accelerometer measurements. Existing solutions for gravity compo-
nent estimation generally perform relatively well during physical human
movement [84], and when highly accurate sensor hardware is available [64].
However, they break during sustained linear accelerations commonly ex-
perienced within mechanized transportation. Additionally, heterogeneous
sensing hardware and operating software environments [128], combined
with unconstrained device placement and frequent device interaction by
the user [101], can produce situations where motion sensing systems strug-
gle to generalize.
The present thesis is divided into three parts, with each part consid-
ering a diﬀerent aspect of motion sensing on mobile devices. In the ﬁrst
part, Chapter 2 ﬁrst provides background information for topics relevant to
this thesis, followed by Chapter 3 detailing our contributions for reference
frame transformation, estimation of linear acceleration, and accelerometer-
based transportation mode detection. In the second part of this thesis,
covering Chapter 4, we shift the focus to pedestrian activities, and present
a method coined crowd replication to quantify usage of public spaces based
on detected pedestrian activities. At the end of the ﬁrst two parts, we
summarize contributions presented in the relevant chapters, and provide
a list of additional evaluations presented within the related articles. In
the third part of this thesis, covering Chapter 5, we present two example
mobile applications leveraging motion sensing for their key functionalities.
Finally, in Chapter 6, we discuss limitations of the presented contributions
and identify directions for future research, and conclude with a summary
of the main contributions of this thesis
1.1 Thesis Contributions
The present thesis contributes to motion sensing research by presenting
novel techniques for processing and reﬁning sensor measurements collected
from mobile devices, and by demonstrating the value of the proposed tech-
niques with relevant use-cases. In the ﬁrst part of this thesis we propose a
collection of algorithms for estimating the attitude of the device by isolating
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the gravity component within the three-dimensional accelerometers mea-
surements. We separately consider gravity component estimation while
relying solely on accelerometers, and when gyroscope measurements are
available. Our approaches are speciﬁcally aimed to provide more robust
gravity component estimation, and thus capture of linear acceleration, dur-
ing situations where the device is inﬂuenced by periods of sustained linear
acceleration. To quantify the captured linear acceleration in a way that can
be eﬃciently used for machine learning-based motion inference systems, we
then propose a set of peak and segment features. These features are de-
signed for quantifying key aspects of sustained linear acceleration events,
while also maintaining intuitively clear correspondence to the underlying
physical phenomena. To demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of the techniques
presented in the ﬁrst part of this thesis, we detail an accelerometer-based
transportation mode detection system capable of discerning between ﬁne-
grained automotive modalities, while only relying on measurements about
a device-embedded accelerometer. The contributions presented in the ﬁrst
part of this thesis are based on Article I, and Article II.
The second part of this thesis investigates collecting detailed informa-
tion about users’ movement and activities within a target space. As a key
conceptual contribution, we study inverting the problem of generalization
within motion sensing systems. Speciﬁcally, instead of aiming to design a
system able to generalize over the myriad of variables related to motion
sensing on mobile devices, we investigate instrumenting researchers with
a preﬁxed conﬁguration of sensing devices, and explore how to optimize
performance when such conﬁguration can be ensured. We then present our
approach for generating enriched trajectories, which combine spatiotempo-
ral movement trajectory, details on physical motion, and manual annota-
tions. To demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of these approaches, we present a
method, crowd replication, for quantitative evaluation of public spaces. As
the key technical contribution within crowd replication we detail construc-
tion of pedestrian models, which learn a personalized model for step and
pace detection for a given user-placement combination. The contributions
presented in the second part of this thesis are based on Article IV and
Article V.
Finally, in the third part of this thesis we present two example applica-
tions for motion sensing. The ﬁrst application, Matkahupi, is a persuasive
mobile application promoting eco-friendly transportation based on auto-
matically detected transportation behavior. Studies related to Matkahupi
contribute by identifying key design challenges related to design, implemen-
tation and usage of automated transportation mode detection for promot-
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ing behavior change towards more eco-friendly transportation. The second
example application, CeeSR, is a collaborative speech monitoring system
on smart devices, which opportunistically leverages co-located devices for
energy-eﬃcient speech monitoring. Within CeeSR, we contribute to motion
sensing research through design and implementation of a motion sensing
submodule that detects changes in physical device conﬁguration, which can
alter the audio information captured by the participating devices. The con-
tributions presented in the third part of this thesis are based on Article III
and Article VI.
1.2 Contributions of the Author
Article I. The concept of leveraging horizontal linear acceleration for trans-
portation mode detection, and the resulting peak and segment features are
contributed by the present author. The concept and algorithm develop-
ment of the gravity estimation algorithm is joint work with Petteri Nurmi.
The hierarchical machine learning design and the overall implementation of
the system are due to the present author. The author was responsible for
organizing and conducting the data collection scenarios, and implemented
the related Android applications. The evaluation setup and implementa-
tion, as well as writing of the article are joint work with the co-authors.
Article II. The original concept, algorithm development and implementa-
tion of the overall system are contributed by the present author, with valu-
able feedback from Petteri Nurmi in particular for the orientation change
detection submodule. Evaluation of the system and writing of the article
are joint work with Petteri Nurmi and Sasu Tarkoma.
Article III. The design of the transportation mode detection module used
in the persuasive mobility application is contributed by the present author.
The implementation of the module within the Matkahupi-application is
joint work with Miika Sire´n. Writing of the article is joint work with the
co-authors.
Article IV. The concept and the original idea of crowd replication are due
to the present author. The technical development and implementation of
the related software and algorithms are conducted by the present author.
Evaluation of the overall system, conducting the ﬁeld study, interpretation
of the results and writing of the article are joint work with the co-authors.
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Article V. The concept and technical development of pedestrian models
are contributed by the present author. The evaluation of the overall system,
ﬁeld study, interpretation of the results and writing of the article are joint
work with the co-authors.
Article VI. The original concept of collaborative sensing approach is joint
work with Petteri Nurmi. The design and algorithm development of the
motion sensing component within the work is contributed by the present
author. Evaluation of the system, interpretation of the results and writing
of the article are joint work with the co-authors.
Chapter 2
Motion Sensing
In this chapter we provide an overview of motion sensing on mobile devices
and its main challenges. In Section 2.2 we provide a concise summary of
the operating principles of accelerometer and gyroscope sensors, and deﬁne
notation used throughout this thesis. In Sections 2.4 and 2.5 we make a dis-
tinction between physical motion sensing used to track physical properties,
such as velocity and heading, of the device, and machine learning-based
motion inference systems used to map motion information with activities
and physical phenomena. Finally, in Section 2.6 we present transportation
sensing as a representative application ﬁeld for motion sensing techniques,
and provide a summary of work related to transportation mode detection.
2.1 Motion Sensing on Mobile Devices
The ability to passively capture motion information about the movement
of people and objects provides a key building block for various context
sensing applications on mobile devices. The underlying physical attributes
of motion information, i.e., acceleration and angular velocity, can be used
directly to track the velocity, orientation and heading of the device. When
integrated over time, such information can be used to track the relative loca-
tion of the device through techniques such as inertial navigation (INS) [49]
and pedestrian dead-reckoning (PDR) [78]. However, within mobile de-
vices the motion sensors are typically unaligned with Earth-centered coor-
dinates, thus requiring ﬁrst transforming sensor measurements to a global
coordinate system [150]. During the transformation process, the three-
dimensional accelerometer measurements, commonly augmented with gy-
roscope measurements about angular velocity, are used to estimate device
inclination respective to the gravity vector [95]. Besides acting as an in-
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termediate step for reference frame transformation, the determined device
inclination can be used to, e.g., adjust user-interface within mobile de-
vices [54], as an interaction mechanism within mobile games and virtual
reality systems [64], or to detect speciﬁc activities [7]. Physical motion
sensing can additionally enable quantifying the magnitude of linear accel-
eration, usable for, e.g., monitoring injury risk [87] and to detect dangerous
vehicle maneuvers [58].
Another, widely-used approach to leverage motion information is to
employ machine learning-based motion inference methods to map motion
information with physical activities and phenomena. Instead of using raw
sensor measurements, these systems typically employ a set of processing
and reﬁning steps, referred to as sensing pipeline, to abstract motion infor-
mation into a format suitable for machine learning algorithms. The sensing
pipeline typically consists of a preprocessing step, transformation into suit-
able motion representation, and feature extraction stage [16]. Machine
learning-based motion inference has been widely applied across several re-
search domains. For instance, the activity recognition domain includes a
wealth of studies investigating diﬀerent combinations of sensors and activ-
ities [7, 72]. Typical activities of interest include movement-related activ-
ities, such as walking, running, biking, sitting or standing, and everyday
activities, such as eating, drinking, reading or exercising [7]. In the closely
related transportation domain, motion inference can be leveraged for trans-
portation mode detection [116], tracking users’ transportation routines [98],
to measure users’ transportation-related CO2-footprint [38], and amount of
physical exercise during transportation [27]. More elaborate motion infer-
ence techniques combining physical motion sensing and machine learning-
based motion inference can reveal details about driving safety [58], road
conditions [106] and fuel-eﬃciency of transportation [42].
Health related applications can utilize physical motion sensing for, e.g.,
fall detection [14] to monitor persons with a heightened risk and conse-
quences for falling. Activity recognition can help clinicians and practition-
ers to assess physical activity of patients and prescribe timely interventions
to support physical well-being and recovery [74]. A more detailed analy-
sis of motion information about users’ gait and walking can reveal early
signs of neurodegenerative movement disorders, such as Parkinson’s dis-
ease [6]. Closely related to the health domain, the wellbeing and sports
domain can leverage motion information for automated exercise tracking,
and performance assessment [50, 70, 117]. Within the security domain, mo-
tion sensing has been shown to be able to passively sense and reconstruct
user’s transportation routes, revealing privacy-sensitive transportation rou-
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tines [98]. In more benevolent security-related applications, motion infor-
mation can be leveraged to allow gesture-based user authentication [154],
and for continuous authentication systems based on biometric details about
users’ gait [39]. In addition to the speciﬁc domains, motion information is
frequently used to support other functionalities. For instance, motion in-
formation can be utilized to enhance location tracking accuracy [131], im-
plement energy-eﬃciency mechanisms [9], monitor physical conﬁguration
of devices in collaborative sensing systems [76], and to implement motion
compensation systems for sensors that can be ill aﬀected by motion [48].
2.1.1 Beneﬁts and Challenges
As discussed above, the beneﬁts from developing a sensing system on exist-
ing commercial mobile devices are manifold. Mobile devices are naturally
carried by users throughout their daily lives, allowing continuous inference
of context information when it is most relevant for the user. Other im-
portant beneﬁts include the available computing, storage and networking
capabilities present on the device, allowing eﬃcient processing of the col-
lected measurements, and communicating the information to other services.
The potential user base for new mobile applications running on any of the
major operating systems can scale from millions up to even billions of users,
with eﬃcient and trusted distribution channels and commercialization tools
readily available on the device [3, 45].
The main challenges for eﬀective motion sensing in general relate to
motion sensors measuring the combined inertial forces aﬀecting the device.
Humans often perform multiple activities at the same time, while the un-
derlying environment (e.g., transportation vehicle) can also inﬂuence the
overall motion information. Consequently, distinguishing relevant motion
information pertaining to activities of interest eﬀectively generates a source
separation problem. Additionally, motion sensors are not perfect at mea-
suring actual physical forces aﬀecting the sensors, requiring that noise and
drift within sensor measurements are addressed [64].
Motion sensing systems operating on mobile devices are aﬀected by
unconstrained placement of the device, unknown and dynamic device ori-
entation, and diﬀerences in quality and availability of sensors on target
platform(s) [128]. Placement of the device i.e., where the user is holding
the phone, has a direct eﬀect on the measured motion information. The
three main sources for placement-dependent variations for motion sensing
are due to:
1. Human biomechanics during physical activities, which result in dif-
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ferent parts of the human body undergoing diﬀerent motion patterns
during physical activity.
2. Firmness of the placement, i.e., how much space the device has for
moving separately from the user’s movements and thus producing
movement information unrelated to the physical activity.
3. Signal attenuation from padding within a placement which can sig-
niﬁcantly dampen high-frequency components of motion information.
Orientation of the device is similarly unknown and dynamic, requir-
ing transforming motion information into a representation that is robust
to changes in sensor orientation. Finally, there are signiﬁcant hardware
and software variations within mobile phones, in particular within smart-
phones [128]. The hardware variations include diﬀerences in available sensor
modalities, diﬀerences in sensor sampling frequency, diﬀerent unit systems
used to convey motion sensor measurements, and diﬀerences in quality and
calibration of motion sensors. Software variations include diﬀerent versions
of operating systems, which can limit or prohibit diﬀerent functionalities
of an application. Additionally, other applications operating on the device
can compete for the limited resources available on the device, or interact
in unforeseen ways with the developed sensing application, for example
through use of common sensors.
To address these challenges, researchers have investigated motion in-
ference algorithms which could perform robustly regardless of sensor ori-
entation or placement [83, 116], estimate body position placement of the
device [66], and track orientation of the device [64] within global coordi-
nate frame. Errors due to varying sensor quality can be mitigated through
virtual recalibration, and diﬀerent unit systems can be aligned by convert-
ing the measurements into a common unit system [82, 128]. Within this
thesis, we focus on measuring linear acceleration within the presence of sus-
tained linear acceleration, which is a key enabler for transportation-related
applications. We also investigate enhancing the accuracy of motion infer-
ence methods during situations when a speciﬁc conﬁguration of sensors and
placements can be ensured, e.g., when researchers are instrumented with
sensing devices.
2.2 Motion Sensors
Motion sensors refer to a family of sensors capable of measuring diﬀerent
aspects of motion. Motion sensor measurements provide low-level informa-
tion about the combined forces aﬀecting the device, discretized to intervals
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determined by the sensor’s sampling frequency. The employed sensors de-
termine the number of degrees of freedom (DoF) of the available motion
information. Commonly, motion information can be sensed with either 3, 6
or 9 degrees of freedom with accumulative availability of three-dimensional
accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer.
Practically all modern oﬀ-the-shelf smartphones feature one or more
accelerometers, supporting 3-DoF accelerometer-based solutions able to
monitor the eﬀect of combined forces on the device’s acceleration within
three-dimensional local coordinates. A majority of modern smartphones
additionally include a gyroscope, enabling 6-DoF systems able to monitor
rotation and acceleration of the device separately. Magnetometers, while
strictly not measuring motion, have a close relationship with motion sensors
as they are able to resolve direction of acceleration and rotation respective
to the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld. Within the scope of this thesis, however, we
reserve notation of motion sensors to such sensors that can directly cap-
ture physical movement of the device, i.e., accelerometer and gyroscope.
Below we provide a short introduction to the operating principle and key
performance speciﬁcation for accelerometer and gyroscope sensors. For an
in-depth view of the history, hardware and technical details of these sensors,
we refer the interested reader to [69, 103].
2.2.1 Accelerometer
Accelerometer is one of the most common types of motion sensors, mea-
suring the acceleration produced by the combination of physical forces in-
ﬂuencing the sensor. The underlying operating principle of a typical ac-
celerometer is to monitor small seismic-mass, also referred to as proof-mass,
suspended by a mechanism such as a spring or beam; see Figure 2.1. When
acceleration is applied on the seismic-mass, the mass is displaced by an
amount relative to the inﬂuencing acceleration, which can then be mea-
sured to yield the force of the exerting acceleration. Modern accelerom-
eters generally found within mobile devices are Micro Electromechanical
System (MEMS) devices. These devices are small enough to be realized in
a monocrystalline silicon using surface micro-machining, and typically con-
sist of a cantilever beam attached to a seismic-mass. As a relatively simple
sensor, accelerometers are both aﬀordable to fabricate and low power to
operate with a standard accelerometer drawing approximately 15 – 20mW
in active state [15]. The ﬁrst MEMS accelerometers were designed to trig-
ger crash systems controlling airbags [69], but have since expanded to a
plethora of other domains such as stabilization systems, segways, pedome-
ters, robotics and even household items such as washing machines [22].
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the schematic design of a MEMS Accelerometer
structure.
Within smartphones, accelerometers have evolved from simple tilt-sensors
enabling adjusting screen orientation to instruments of automatic activity
inference systems [71].
Accelerometers are not perfect at measuring the true acceleration forces
aﬀecting the sensor. In particular, low-cost accelerometers embedded within
mobile devices can contain signiﬁcant measurement inaccuracies [12]. Be-
low we provide a (non-exhaustive) list of the errors and hardware speciﬁ-
cations commonly reported for accelerometers:
• Measurement range and sensitivity, which speciﬁes the maximum ac-
celeration force that the sensor can measure (e.g., ± 2g), and the
smallest acceleration that the sensor is able to distinguish.
• Zero-G Bias, which speciﬁes the measured acceleration when there is
no true acceleration present, e.g., during free fall.
• Nonlinearity, which speciﬁes the scalar error applied on any measured
true acceleration.
• Package Alignment Error, which speciﬁes the misalignment between
the sensor’s sensing axes and the local device axes of the containing
device.
• Inter-Axis Alignment Error, which refers to the extent of non-orthogo-
nality between sensor axes on the sensing chip.
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• Cross Axis Sensitivity, which speciﬁes the amount of leakage between
sensor axes, i.e., the amount of acceleration produced on the other
axes when acceleration is exerted along the direction of one axis.
• Accelerometer Noise, which refers to the random deviation from the
true acceleration, caused by the active electronic elements of the sen-
sor and the containing device.
Acceleration and Notation
Within this thesis, we assume acceleration is expressed in m/s2. An alter-
native popular unit to measure acceleration is to use a unit proportional
to gravity g. We make a distinction between total acceleration and linear
acceleration, where total acceleration is the sum acceleration from all the
diﬀerent sources aﬀecting the sensor, and linear acceleration is a gravity-
eliminated version of the total acceleration. Linear acceleration is further
subdivided into sustained, transient, and high-frequency linear acceleration.
Sustained linear acceleration refers to linear acceleration that persists over
multiple seconds and is most commonly caused by mechanized movement.
Transient linear acceleration refers to linear acceleration that has a brief,
typically sub-second, duration, and is usually caused by human motion.
Finally high-frequency linear acceleration refers to acceleration which oc-
curs at low amplitude and frequencies exceeding 10Hz. Sources of high-
frequency linear acceleration include, e.g., vibrations and jitters caused by
engine resonance, or white noise in sensor measurements.
We denote three-dimensional accelerometer measurements with A
(x,y,z)
F ,
where superscript denotes the sensor axis, and the subscript denotes ref-
erence frame F within which the measurements are expressed. Gravity-
eliminated versions of accelerometer measurements are notated with an
accent A´
(x,y,z)
F . Similarly, true acceleration is denoted with aF and true
linear acceleration is denoted with a´F . Horizontal linear acceleration on a
plane perpendicular to the gravity component is notated as a´hG, where G
denotes global reference frame, and corresponds to (x,y)-axes of gravity-
eliminated accelerometer measurements rotated to global reference frame
A´
(x,y)
G . Vertical linear acceleration on a vector aligned with the gravity com-
ponent is denoted as a´vG and corresponds to the z-axis of gravity-eliminated
accelerometer measurements rotated to global reference frame A´zG.
A common procedure in applications that require precise acceleration
measurements is to perform virtual recalibration of the accelerometer [83].
At its simplest form, virtual recalibration estimates the zero-g component
and nonlinearity, often referred to as the oﬀset and the scaling factor re-
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spectively. The calibration is performed separately for each of the sensor
axes. Formally, this corresponds to solving equation
a(x,y,z) = K(x,y,z) ∗A(x,y,z) + b(x,y,z) (2.1)
for each of the sensor axes (x,y,z), where a is true acceleration, A is the
measured acceleration,K is the scaling factor corresponding to nonlinearity,
and b is the constant oﬀset corresponding to the zero-g bias.
2.2.2 Gyroscope
Compared to accelerometers, gyroscopes are slightly more complex sys-
tems that measure the angular rate experienced by the sensor. Since the
invention of the ﬁrst gyroscope in 1852 by Leon Foucault, several types
of gyroscopes with diﬀerent operating principles have been investigated.
Roughly categorized, gyroscopes can be divided into mechanical, optical,
and MEMS gyroscopes [103]. Within the scope of this thesis, we focus on
the MEMS gyroscopes as they are predominately used within mobile de-
vices. Similar to accelerometers, MEMS gyroscopes are both cost-eﬃcient
to fabricate and low power to operate, consuming approximately 20mW
when active [15].
The common operating principle of a mobile device-embedded MEMS
gyroscopes is to leverage Coriolis acceleration to measure the angular rate
experienced by the sensor. Formally, Coriolis force FC experience by an
object with mass m, velocity v, and angular rate Ω is
FC = mac, (2.2)
where ac is Coriolis acceleration
ac = 2 ∗ (v × Ω). (2.3)
Reﬂecting their operating principle, such gyroscopes have been coined
as the Coriolis Vibratory Gyro (CVG) [29]. To demonstrate the operating
principle of a CVG Gyroscope, consider the system illustrated in Figure 2.2.
The system contains a proof-mass resonating along local the Y-axis, while
being suspended by mechanical structures such as springs or beams. As
the proof-mass resonates along the Y-axis, any rotations of the underlying
surface that the gyroscope is mounted on will produce Coriolis acceleration
along the system’s local X-axis, measurable by the Coriolis Sense Fingers.
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the schematic design of a MEMS CVG Gyroscope
structure.
s
The displacement x of the proof mass as a function of time t along the
Y-axis is given by
y(t) = Ay cos(ωyt), (2.4)
where Ay is the amplitude and ωy is the frequency at which the proof mass
is vibrating along the Y-axis. When the system is rotated with angular
rate Ω parallel to the (X,Y)-plane, the Coriolis acceleration caused along
the X-axis equals
ac = −2ΩAyωy sin(ωyt), (2.5)
which then causes the proof mass to resonate along the X-axis proportion-
ally to the applied angular rate Ω, which can then be used to measure the
underlying angular velocity.
Quality and calibration of gyroscopes are commonly quantiﬁed using
ﬁve error metrics [103]:
• Angle Random Walk (ARW), which refers to the random white noise
in the measurements caused by the active electronic elements in MEMS
gyroscopes.
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• Oﬀset error, also called the zero rate level, which refers to the near-
constant error (i.e., oﬀset from zero) along each of the sensor axes
when the device is in rest. Oﬀset error is typically the most signiﬁcant
error source in gyroscopes, which can result in rapid accumulation of
error if not addressed correctly.
• Oﬀset instability, which refers to the random drift of the oﬀset error,
i.e., deviation from a constant value in stable environment. Oﬀset in-
stability is a critical speciﬁcation in gyroscopes, since constant oﬀsets
are straight-forward to identify and compensate through virtual re-
calibration, but any signiﬁcant instabilities in the oﬀset value render
the calibration process more complex and error-prone.
• Temperature sensitivity, which refers to the sensitivity of the sen-
sor’s noise, oﬀset and scalar factor to changes in temperature. All
low to moderate quality MEMS gyroscopes are naturally sensitive to
temperature changes. However, most modern gyroscopes include an
integrated temperature sensor on the chip, which can handle temper-
ature compensation on the hardware level.
• Shock and vibration sensitivity, which refers to the sensor’s ability to
track true angular velocity in situations where the sensor is subject to
vibration or shock input. Robustness against vibration is of particu-
lar importance when tracking vehicles, which typically contain high
frequency motion resulting from a combination of engine noise and
surface-to-vehicle contact.
Angular velocity and Notation
Within this thesis, we assume that angular velocity measured by gyroscopes
is expressed as radians per second rad/s. Other popular units include de-
grees per second, and revolutions per second. Analogously to accelerome-
ter notation, we note three-dimensional gyroscope measurements as Ω
(x,y,z)
F
and true angular velocity as ωF , where the superscript denotes the sensor
axis, and the subscript denotes the reference frame of the measurements.
Gyroscopes are not aﬀected by the gravity pull, and thus similar separation
of linear and true rotation is not required.
We note that, angular velocity measured by a gyroscope axis should be
interpreted as rotation around the respective axis. For instance, turning
along a horizontal plane perpendicular to the gravity component (e.g., a
vehicle turning along a road) is captured by rotation around the z-axis of
a gyroscope aligned with global reference frame ΩzG.
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2.3 Context Inference using Motion Information
In order to recognize and quantify the physical phenomena producing the
motion sensor data, the measurements need to be passed through a number
of data processing and reﬁnement steps. The required data processing steps
depend on the main principle of how the motion data is leveraged. Within
the scope of this thesis, we deﬁne two such categories: Physical motion
sensing and Motion inference systems, deﬁned as:
(i) Physical motion sensing refers to systems which leverage the physical
basis of the motion information to track and measure movement and
orientation of the device.
(ii) Motion inference systems refer to systems which interpret the mo-
tion information by leveraging machine learning methods to recog-
nize patterns and qualities within the sensor measurements, typically
expressed using features, and map these with ground truth labels as-
sociated with sensor measurements.
We note that in practice many systems exhibit qualities of both of
these categories, e.g., by constructing features, such as velocity change or
sharpness of turning maneuver, that have direct physical correspondence.
In the next section, we focus on methods related to physical motion sensing
and the steps required to reﬁne and transform the raw sensor measurements
in order to measure and quantify physical movement of the user. We return
to methods related to motion inference systems using machine learning in
Section 2.5.
2.4 Physical Motion Sensing
Physical motion sensing refers to the process of reﬁning and transforming
raw motion sensor measurements into motion information usable for track-
ing and quantifying the physical movement of the user. The ﬁrst step for
physical motion sensing systems is to preprocess the measurements in order
to remove systematic errors and noise, and thus increasing the correspon-
dence of the measurements to the physical phenomena generating the data.
Next, the measurements are typically transformed from the device’s local
coordinate system into Earth’s coordinate system using reference frame
transformation. Finally, the motion information can be decomposed into
components capturing diﬀerent aspect of the movement. Below we provide
a summary of each of these steps.
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2.4.1 Preprocessing Motion Sensor Measurements
One of the most common preprocessing techniques is to employ a digital
ﬁlter to reduce noise and jitter from the data. High-frequency noise can be
cost-eﬀectively ﬁltered using a simple low-pass ﬁlter based on, e.g., averag-
ing the sensor measurements, Fourier transformation, or discrete Wavelet
decomposition [159]. While beneﬁcial for improving the signal-to-noise ra-
tio of the sensor data, the employed ﬁlter needs to be carefully designed
to avoid losing relevant information for the target application, in particu-
lar when using the high-frequency motion spectrum [88]. In applications
which require more accurate separation between noise and true motion
signal, more elaborated ﬁlter designs based on, e.g., Singular Value Decom-
position, Savitzky-Golay Filter, or adaptive Kalman Filters can be applied
at the cost of extra computational complexity [79].
The preprocessing stage can also include virtual recalibration of the mo-
tion sensors to mitigate systematic errors in the sensor measurements due
to calibration and hardware errors; see Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 for details
of the diﬀerent calibration error types for accelerometer and gyroscope re-
spectively. Virtual recalibration of an accelerometer can be performed with
either active (user-driven) or passive (automatic) procedures [83]. The com-
mon parameters to estimate for accelerometers are the zero-g bias b, i.e.,
the constant error oﬀset when there is no actual acceleration aﬀecting the
device, and sensor sensitivity estimated by the scaling factor K, i.e., the
scalar oﬀset between measured and true acceleration. These calibration
parameters can be readily estimated using acceleration force from gravity
as a reference, i.e., assuming that the squared norm of total acceleration
equals 1g when the device is in rest. By collecting a set of measurements in
suﬃciently varied device orientations during a (near) static inertial state,
an estimation procedure, e.g., linear minimum variance unbiased estima-
tor [105], can be used to estimate parameters b and K. For further details
and formulation of the calibration procedure, coined quasi-static moments
detector approach, we refer the reader to Lo¨tters et al. [82].
Virtual recalibration of gyroscopes within mobile devices typically in-
volves estimating only the oﬀset error b, i.e., the near-constant angular
velocity measured when the device is in a static inertial state. Accurately
estimating the scalar oﬀset K for gyroscopes is generally diﬃcult without
specialized equipment as there is no reliable static reference, analogous to
gravity for acceleration, for angular velocity. Since the scalar oﬀset is addi-
tionally generally small for gyroscopes, the oﬀset is typically not considered
for virtual recalibration of gyroscopes [44].
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Figure 2.3: A device and its local body frame (XL, YL, ZL) in comparison
to the global inertial reference frame (XG, YG, ZG).
2.4.2 Reference Frame Transformations
An important distinction, relevant in particular for mobile devices, is that
the motion sensors provide measurements respective to their local body
frame. Consequently, the sensor measurements do not directly relay move-
ment information respective to the global inertial reference frame; see Fig-
ure 2.3 for an illustration of the two diﬀerent reference frames. Within the
scope of this thesis, we refer to the device reference frame as the Local frame
L, and the Earth Centered Inertial frame (ECI) [29] as the Global frame
G. The reference frame is notated with a subscript and transformation be-
tween coordinate systems with an arrow between the corresponding frames.
Thus, transforming motion sensor measurements m from local body frame
to ECI is noted as mL→G.
Orientation Representation
In general, there are three commonly used mathematical constructs for
representing orientation of an object within three-dimensional space: Euler
angles, quaternions, and direction cosine matrix (DCM) [31]. Each of these
approaches have their unique advantages and limitations and are trans-
formable between each-other. Within the scope of this thesis, we use the
Euler representation of orientation as it provides intuitively easy tools to
describe orientation and coordination transformations. We note that ac-
tual implementations of any of the presented orientation tracking or trans-
formation techniques within this thesis can use any available orientation
representation systems.
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Euler angles deﬁne orientation of an object using three consecutive ro-
tations around the coordinate axes of a reference frame: Rx called the roll
(φ) around the x-axis, Ry called the pitch (θ) around the y-axis, and Rz
called the yaw (ψ) around the z-axis, where R denotes a rotation matrix.
A rotation matrix of dimension [n × n] can be used to transform a [n ×
m] matrix from one coordinate system to another while maintaining its in-
ternal geometry unchanged. There are three main conventions used for the
sequence of rotations, i.e., xyz, zxz and zyz, of which we here use the ﬁrst
one xyz: R = RxRyRz, where
Rx(φ) =
⎡
⎣1 0 00 cosφ sinφ
0 − sinφ cosφ
⎤
⎦ (2.6)
Ry(θ) =
⎡
⎣cos θ 0 − sin θ0 1 0
sin θ 0 cos θ
⎤
⎦ (2.7)
Rz(ψ) =
⎡
⎣ cosψ sinψ 0− sinψ cosψ 0
0 0 1
⎤
⎦ . (2.8)
The main limitation of Euler angles is the presence of singularity points,
called gimbal locks, which can cause loss of a degree of freedom. Gimbal
locks occur when two or more gimbals representing the Euler angles are
set in parallel conﬁguration. As an example, gimbal lock occurs when
the device is in upright position, i.e., pitch θ = 90◦ and thus cos(θ) =
0, rendering roll and yaw indistinguishable. However, within this thesis
we consider motion sensing using accelerometer and gyroscope, making
the rotation Rz(ψ) linking the z-axis of local and global reference frames
inherently unsolvable as there is no static reference for solving ψ. In practice
we are thus limited to transforming measurements only regarding the device
inclination Θ
Θ =
[
φ
θ
]
, (2.9)
alleviating the problems of gimbal locks. Using the deﬁned notation, rotat-
ing motion sensor measurements m from local to global frame inclination
can be expressed as:
mG(Θ) = mL(Θ)→G(Θ) = R(Θ)mL = RxRymL . (2.10)
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2.4.3 Gravity Component Estimation
Within mobile devices with unconstrained device orientation, automatic
reference frame adjustment commonly relies on Gravity component estima-
tion, i.e., estimating the distribution of gravity component G = (gx, gy, gz)
within the three-dimensional accelerometer measurements [95]. Estimation
of the gravity component allows resolving roll φ and pitch θ angles between
the local and global reference frames:
tan(φ) =
−gx
gz
(2.11)
tan(θ) =
gy√
g2x + g
2
z
. (2.12)
The gravity component can be estimated directly from the accelerome-
ter measurements, or through sensor fusion of accelerometer and gyroscope.
Below we detail existing methods for both groups.
Accelerometer-based Gravity Component Estimation
Gravity component estimation solely from accelerometer measurements is
inherently a heuristic process, as the linear acceleration and changes in dis-
tribution of the gravity component within the sensor axes cannot be reliably
decoupled. The estimation is generally accurate when the device is at rest,
and decreases in accuracy as variation of measurements increases. Quality
and calibration of the sensor additionally have an impact on the accuracy
of the gravity component estimation, in particular in the case of low-grade
sensors frequently embedded within mobile devices [12]. A widely adopted
approach for estimating the gravity component within accelerometer mea-
surements is to ﬁlter measurements over a data frame of ﬁxed duration.
Commonly used ﬁlter designs include averaging of the measurements us-
ing mean [95] or median [96], which can yield reasonable estimation of the
gravity component given a suﬃciently long data frame. Various durations
for the data frame have been employed in the mobile sensing domain, e.g.,
the originating work from Mizell [95] estimates the gravity component by
averaging measurements over 30 seconds, Mohan et al. [96] use a median
over 10 seconds, Lu et al. [83] use a mean over 4 seconds, and Wang et
al. [143] use a mean over 8 seconds. A more dynamic gravity estimation
can be achieved by employing a smoothed mean calculated for each sample
individually [61]. An alternative ﬁlter design is to employ a low-pass ﬁlter
by converting the signal into time-frequency domain through, e.g., Fourier
Transformation, and retaining only the low frequency components [98].
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However, in addition to being sensitive to the used data frame length, fre-
quency ﬁltering requires careful selection of the frequency cut-oﬀ in order
to correctly separate linear acceleration and the gravity component.
Filtering accelerometer measurements can generally yield a good esti-
mation of the gravity component within situations where gravity is the
only sustained force exerting the accelerometer, and variation of accelera-
tion is evenly distributed around the gravity component. This assumption,
however, is seldom valid within the mobile domain, and especially during
sustained linear accelerations caused by mechanized movement. As an ex-
ample, consider Figure 2.4 illustrating acceleration along one of the three
sensor axes during a bus transit, and estimation of the gravity component
with diﬀerent ﬁltering techniques and parameters. Periods of sustained lin-
ear acceleration are evident in the underlying acceleration (black line in the
ﬁgure) as peaks in the acceleration. As evident from the ﬁgure, the longer
the data frame, the better the gravity estimation can avoid tracking the
linear acceleration peaks. However, longer data frames suﬀer from latency
in tracking the actual gravity component, in particular during a shift in the
device inclination, as evident near the 1000-second mark.
An alternative approach to gravity component estimation is to mon-
itor accelerometer variance and magnitude, and estimate gravity oppor-
tunistically during near-static periods when the main force aﬀecting the
accelerometer is gravity. For instance, Kunze et al. [67] monitor variance
of acceleration and the magnitude of total acceleration, and estimate grav-
ity over a short data frame whenever variance is small and magnitude of
total acceleration is near 1g. Figure 2.5 illustrates the gravity estimation
using the same example data from a bus transit. The opportunistic gravity
estimation approach can capture periods of sustained linear acceleration
almost perfectly when there is a recent gravity estimate, and device incli-
nation remains relatively unchanged. However, the approach has three key
limitations. First, selecting a suitable variance threshold value to trigger
updating gravity estimation is highly susceptible to hardware variation, the
underlying motion environment, and noise characteristics due to, e.g., en-
gine vibration and vehicle-to-surface contact. Consequently, any constant
threshold value struggles to generalize over a larger deployment, hetero-
geneous devices, or use-cases. Second, using an additional ﬁlter requiring
that the norm of the accelerometer measurements is near 1g requires an
accurately calibrated accelerometer, which contrasts with the frequently
used low-quality and poorly calibrated sensors available on mobile devices.
As an example, consider an acceleration period of mechanized movement
with a typical linear horizontal acceleration of 1.5m/s2. While notable
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Figure 2.4: Overview of gravity estimation using ﬁltering with diﬀerent
techniques and parameters during a bus transit. Acceleration (black) is
measured by one of the three accelerometer axes, most aligned with the
direction of movement, and ﬁltered using a 10ms centered median ﬁlter for
better readability.
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Figure 2.5: Opportunistic gravity estimation during a bus transit.
acceleration with respect to the vehicle’s forward velocity, such acceler-
ation only increases the norm of overall acceleration from 9.81m/s2 to√
9.812 + 1.502 = 9.92m/s2, i.e., by a mere 1.1%. Thirdly, the shifts in
device inclination render current gravity estimate obsolete and thus risk
producing large errors until a new gravity estimation is triggered. These
inclination shifts are typically produced by user interacting with the de-
vice, standing up or sitting down, or shifting their posture, making them
frequent within mobile devices [101].
IMU-based Gravity Component Estimation
Using the mobile device’s embedded accelerometer and gyroscope to track
three-dimensional acceleration and angular velocity corresponds to consid-
ering the device as an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU). IMU is deﬁned
as a self-contained device which measures three-dimensional linear acceler-
ation and three-dimensional rate of rotation aﬀecting the unit respective
of an inertial reference frame, commonly the Earth-Centered Inertial frame
(ECI) [29]. A broader deﬁnition of IMU additionally includes measuring
the magnetic ﬁeld surrounding the device, which allows fully determining
device orientation with respect to Earth’s coordinate system. Within the
scope of this thesis, such systems are distinct from the classical deﬁnition
of IMU and coined as the Magnetic IMU or MIMU.
Gravity component estimation within IMUs can be considered a sub-
problem of the more general attitude estimation, i.e., determining orienta-
tion of the sensing unit with respect to the global reference frame. The
problem has been widely studied within, e.g., robotics, sports, navigation
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systems, medical rehabilitation, and augmented reality [64, 84]. Compared
to pure-accelerometer-based approaches, the main beneﬁt of IMU-based ap-
proach is the ability to decouple device rotations, measurable by gyroscope,
from linear acceleration.
Combining accelerometers and gyroscopes for orientation estimation
provides complementary measurements about tracking device’s gravity com-
ponent, i.e., accelerometers can provide a good estimate of the gravity com-
ponent over a suﬃciently long data frame, while gyroscopes can accurately
track changes in device orientation over short data frames. The principal
design concept used within IMU orientation estimation is based on taking
advantage of this relation. Accordingly, accelerometer is used to oﬀset gy-
roscope drift over time, while gyroscope is used to track orientation changes
over a short time frame. The simplest implementation of this technique is
called the Complementary Filter [25], formally deﬁned as:
Θt = α ∗ (Θt−1 + ω ∗ dt) + (1− α) ∗Θacct , (2.13)
where Θt is the inclination of the device at time t, ω is the rotation mea-
sured by gyroscope, α is a weight term balancing between gyroscope and ac-
celerometer sensors, and Θacct is the inclination derived from accelerometer
measurements at time t. A common range for α values between 0.97−0.99,
allocating most (i.e., 97 – 99 %) of the weight to gyroscope, while accelerom-
eter is mainly used to oﬀset the gyroscope drift.
More elaborate formulations using a probabilistic framework are com-
monly achieved using (Extended) Kalman ﬁlter as a basis for the orienta-
tion estimation techniques [28]. However, these techniques typically require
high-precision (M)IMUs, which contrasts with the lower quality sensors em-
bedded within mobile devices. Additionally, the large state vectors typically
required to estimate the rotational kinematics present a large computation
overhead for the attitude tracking [84]. To address the computational over-
head, Mahony et al. [85] and Madgwick et al. [84] have proposed computa-
tionally more light-weight approaches leveraging gradient descent algorithm
and quaternions and as the basis for orientation representation. However,
both of these techniques also break during sustained linear accelerations
and thus are not able to provide accurate gravity estimation during mech-
anized transportation.
2.4.4 Decomposition of Motion Information
Estimation of gravity component G = (gx, gy, gz) serves a dual-purpose for
interpreting motion information. First, estimation of the gravity compo-
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nent establishes a reference point between local and global reference frames,
enabling transforming sensor measurementsm between the reference frames
mL(Θ)→G(Θ) respective to the inclination Θ, as described in Section 2.4.2.
The second beneﬁt is that eﬀects of gravity can be subtracted from the
accelerometer measurements AL to yield linear acceleration A´L
A´L = AL −G = (AxL − gx, AyL − gy, AzL − gz). (2.14)
Linear acceleration measurements can then be transformed into global
frame respective to inclination, yielding A´G(Θ) = A´L(Θ)→G(Θ). Within
A´G(Θ) vertical linear acceleration can be directly read from the z-axis of the
transformed accelerometer measurements, while acceleration on the hori-
zontal plane is captured by the (x,y)-axes of the transformed accelerometer
sensor:
a´vG  A´zG(Θ) (2.15)
a´hG  A´(x,y)G(Θ). (2.16)
As detailed in Section 2.4.2, the sensor measurements are only trans-
formed respective to inclination of the device R(Θ)m´L = RxRym´L. As a
result, the horizontal motion information is unaligned with the yaw-rotation
Rz(ψ) respective to the global reference frame, and thus m
(x,y)
G(Θ) captures
horizontal movement in arbitrary (x,y) - coordinate alignment. Often, how-
ever, horizontal linear acceleration can be further decomposed into two
orthogonal acceleration vectors, i.e., tangential and radial components:
a´
h(t,r)
G(Θ) = a´
h(t)
G(Θ) · a´
h(r)
G(Θ). (2.17)
Tangential linear acceleration a´
h(t)
G(Θ) is derivative of velocity v along direc-
tion of horizontal movement, i.e., the observed change in horizontal velocity
of an object Δv. Radial linear acceleration a´
h(r)
G(Θ), also called centripetal or
normal acceleration, is orthogonal to tangential acceleration and is caused
by changes in the direction of velocity. Radial linear acceleration is associ-
ated with angular velocity (and thus gyroscope) with equation:
a´
h(r)
G(Θ) = rω, (2.18)
where r is the radius of curvature.
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Most motion sensing applications running on mobile devices are pri-
marily concerned with the tangential linear acceleration component as it
relates to the device’s velocity v at time τ through integration:
v(τ) = v(τ0) +
∫ τ
τ0
a´
h(t)
G(Θ)(u)du (2.19)
and to position s and distance d through integration of velocity:
s(τ) = s(τ0) +
∫ τ
τ0
v(u)du (2.20)
d = s(τ)− s(τ0) =
∫ τ
τ0
v(u)du. (2.21)
We note that accelerometer provides discretized measurements about
acceleration at a frequency deﬁned by the sensor sampling rate. Conse-
quently, integration is typically performed using numerical integration, i.e.,
approximating the area under the tangential linear acceleration [36].
2.5 Motion inference using Machine Learning
Contrary to physical motion sensing, motion inference using machine learn-
ing does not directly rely on the physical properties of the sensor mea-
surements. Instead, motion inference methods, on a general level, seek to
approximate a function f(x) = y between input x and output y, where x
is the motion information sampled and reﬁned from motion sensors, and
y is the physical activity or phenomena the system is seeking to predict.
On a general note, y can be of various forms, e.g., intensity of motion es-
timated by using regression, a speciﬁc activity inferred using classiﬁcation,
or a probability distribution over multiple considered classes.
The approximation, or learning, of the true function f is noted as
f∗(x; θ) = yˆ, where θ is a vector or parameters yielding best approximation
of f , and yˆ is the predicted output for input x given parameters θ. Within
motion inference systems, the most common approach is to employ a su-
pervised machine learning approach, depicted in Figure 2.6. In the ﬁgure,
the key steps related to motion sensing techniques are the modules prior to
model training, which reﬁne the raw motion sensor data into usable input
x for the machine learning algorithm. These modules, commonly referred
to as the sensing pipeline consist of a sequence of Preprocessing, Motion
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of the typical pipeline for supervised machine learn-
ing for motion information inference.
Representations and Feature Extraction. The Preprocessing module, aim-
ing to correcting systematic errors within the raw sensor measurements and
improve signal-to-noise ratio, is described in Section 2.4.1. The latter two
stages are detailed in the following sections.
2.5.1 Motion Representations
A central technique for feature extraction is to ﬁrst transform the motion
sensor measurements into motion representations able to eﬀectively and ro-
bustly convey motion information relevant for the target application. For
instance, activity recognition methods for smartphones frequently utilize
the L2-norm, calculated as
√
x2 + y2 + z2, over sensor axes (x,y,z) as the
main representation [116, 123, 140]. Using the L2-norm eﬀectively corre-
sponds to monitoring the overall magnitude of the motion instead of the
three-dimensional distribution of the measurements, enabling orientation-
agnostic feature extraction. While elegant and computationally light, the
L2-norm has an inherent weakness that it can be dominated by a strong
source of acceleration. In particular, the L2-norm of accelerometer is dom-
inated by the gravity component which can easily mask more subtle accel-
erations parallel to the gravity component, making it unsuitable for appli-
cations requiring information about horizontal accelerations.
Motion representations can also be produced by ﬁnding basis vectors
of the motion data using, e.g., principal component analysis (PCA), inde-
pendent component analysis (ICA), factor analysis (FA), or non-negative
matrix factorization (NMF), and projecting the measurements along the
resolved basis vectors [126]. This procedure corresponds to transforming
the data from the device’s local reference frame to dynamically determined
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coordinates minimizing co-variance of the sensor axes. However, since the
procedure is typically repeated for every new data frame, there is a risk
of substantial variation in the produced coordination, resulting in unstable
motion representations as the distribution of motion ﬂuctuates between the
sensor axes.
An alternative method to characterize motion information is to em-
ploy a distribution-based motion representation. For instance, Plo¨tz et
al. [68, 110] propose using an empirical cumulative distribution function
(ECDF) of whitened measurements about a data frame. The main limita-
tion of distribution-based representations is that they ignore the temporal
structure of the motion information. Kwon et al. [68] address this limita-
tion by extending the ECDF-based approach with structural information
using local region variability, scale variability, context-length variability,
and wavelet variants. Closely related to distribution-based representations,
motion sensor measurements can also be discretized into symbolic strings,
allowing compressing the motion information, but potentially losing granu-
larity and information [94]. Discretization is typically performed by deﬁn-
ing a mapping between measurements ranges and corresponding symbols.
More elaborated techniques, such as the symbolic aggregate approximation
(SAX) proposed by Lin et al. [81], allows dynamically deﬁning the measure-
ment ranges so that they form roughly equiprobable bins of the underlying
sensor data.
Eﬀective motion representations can be produced by leveraging tech-
niques from physical motion sensing. Such representations typically rely
on estimation of the gravity component, as detailed in Section 2.4.3, to
produce horizontal and vertical motion representation. Such motion repre-
sentations can be particularly eﬀective when most of the relevant motion
information occurs on the horizontal plane, e.g., during transportation. In
case information about direction of the movement is available, the horizon-
tal motion representations can be further divided into tangential and radial
acceleration respective to the movement direction of the user.
Finally, motion representations can be used in conjunction to produce
representations increasingly speciﬁc to certain types of motion. For in-
stance, other motion representation techniques can be applied on top of
the gravity-eliminated horizontal or vertical acceleration. For example ap-
plying the L2-norm on the horizontal acceleration can capture the combined
acceleration forces aﬀecting the velocity and direction of horizontal move-
ment. PCA has been similarly applied on top of the ECDF representation
of motion sensor data, producing motion representations suitable for activ-
ity recognition tasks, as demonstrated by Plo¨tz et al. [110].
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2.5.2 Feature Extraction
During feature extraction, the motion representations are transformed into
descriptive features that capture key aspects of the motion information rel-
evant for the target application. Note that some motion representations
can be used directly as features, particularly those relying on alternative
basis representations. For example the n-point ECDF distribution eﬀec-
tively conveys percentile information about the data frame distribution
at n points. We note that some recent advances in deep learning do-
main [100, 137], are able to automatically learn features during the model
learning process, and thus do not require a separate feature extraction
stage.
In classical motion inference, motion representations are split into data
frames of predeﬁned duration and overlap, after which a vector of features
is calculated from each data frame. The overall process of transforming
motion information into features is called feature extraction, while the se-
lection and design of the individual features is called feature engineering.
The main advantages of using features include:
• Removing redundant information and compressing information by ab-
straction. Typically each feature corresponds to a certain aspect of
the data frame, expressed as a single numerical value, e.g., mean or
variation of the measurements. Using a vector of descriptive features
instead of sensor measurements directly can signiﬁcantly reduce the
size of the input x, thus decreasing both the time required to learn
f∗ and the time required to perform predictions f∗(x, θ) = yˆ.
• Improving generalizability of the learned model by designing features
that are robust to noise and outliers in the motion sensor data, e.g.,
by using the interquartile range or median of the measurements.
• Fusing domain-speciﬁc expertise to the system by designing features
which capture key motion information for the target phenomena or
activities. For instance, the time between peaks caused by heel-
strike can be used as a feature to estimate users’ walking or running
speed [21].
The most commonly used features for motion representations preserving
the physical basis of the measurements can be categorized into time-domain
features, and frequency-domain features based on the basic principle of the
applied technique [36]. Features derived from symbolic string motion repre-
sentations use their own speciﬁc string-domain features. Below we provide
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a concise overview of typical features derived from each of these domains.
For more detailed analysis of features, we refer to work by Figo et al. [36].
Time-domain features include basic statistical measures, such as mean
and variance, of the respective data frames. Time-domain features can ex-
press envelope metrics of the frame through features such as minimum,
maximum, (interquartile) range, mean and median of the data frame. The
average of the accelerometer measurements can reveal orientation of the
device, as detailed in Section 2.4.3. The distribution and stability of the
measurements can be expressed, for example, through standard deviation,
variance, zero (or mean) crossing rate, or pair-wise diﬀerence. Standard de-
viation and variance can additionally convey the overall intensity of physi-
cal motion. Using autocorrelation can reveal repetitive patterns within the
signal, whereas cross-correlation can reveal linear relationships between dif-
ferent components of motion information.
Frequency-domain features are used to capture and quantify periodic
patterns within the signal, which are typically generated by repetitive phys-
ical movement such as walking or cycling. In order to extract frequency-
domain features, the signal ﬁrst needs to be transformed into frequency
spectrum using, e.g., Fast Fourier Transformation [145] or Wavelet decom-
position [86]. Common frequency-domain features include key frequency
bands of the considered activities, e.g., 0.5 − 3Hz for pedestrian activities
or over 10Hz for automotive modes [88]. Total energy of the signal can be
used to estimate the energy expenditure of the movement. Spectral entropy
captures the regularity of the signal, which can be used to help distinguish-
ing between activities with similar energy level but diﬀerent distribution of
spectral coeﬃcients.
String-domain typically relies on comparing the similarity of symbolic
strings corresponding to data frames. The distance measure D(A,B) com-
paring similarity between two equi-length symbolic strings A and B can be
calculated using the Euclidean distance and a lookup table detailing dis-
tance between each pair of symbols. Closely related is the MinDist, which
measures the lower bound of Euclidean distance between two symbolic
strings. Other common distance measurements used to compare Strings
include ﬁnding the longest common subsequence, diﬀerent variations of the
Edit Distance, and the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) metric.
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2.6 Transportation Sensing
In this section we focus on applications of motion sensing techniques within
the transportation domain. Transportation has long been a popular do-
main for motion sensing applications as it simultaneously provides a chal-
lenging and versatile testing environment for motion sensing techniques,
as well as enormous potential for commercialization and real-world appli-
cation of successful techniques. The importance of advancing eﬃciency of
transportation, and thus solutions supporting it, is emphasized by both
the central importance of transportation networks within an urban envi-
ronment, and the cost of transportation as functions of time, energy and
CO2-emissions [119, 146]. Research involving motion sensing within the
transportation domain is here subdivided into three main branches: (1)
Inertial navigation systems, (2) Monitoring transportation conditions, and
(3) Transportation mode detection. Below we provide a concise summary
of the ﬁrst two research branches, after which we proceed with a more
thorough review of the transportation mode detection ﬁeld.
Within inertial navigation systems (INS), motion sensing is leveraged
to estimate velocity and heading of the user. Using iterative integration
of heading and velocity, the user’s inertial state and relative location can
be tracked while relying solely on the device-embedded motion sensors.
The most common application of INS systems is to track users location
when and where positioning based on external signal sources, e.g., GPS,
WiFi, or GSM, is unavailable [131]. When applied for tracking pedestrian
movement, these systems are referred to as Pedestrian Dead Reckoning
(PDR) systems. A common approach is to leverage either INS or PDR
systems in conjunction with other localization methods to increase location
accuracy and/or decrease energy consumption of tracking users location [9].
The second branch, monitoring transportation conditions, focuses on
detecting and quantifying conditions for vehicular transportation and as-
sessing driving maneuvers during mechanized transportation. These sys-
tems typically leverage a mixture of physical motion sensing and machine
learning techniques to measure both physical aspects of vehicular move-
ment, and classiﬁcation of the movement into predeﬁned categories. Anal-
ysis of the driving maneuvers can be used to assess driver’s skill as a function
of driving behavior [58], and fuel-eﬃciency [42]. Automated detection of
driving conditions using motion sensing include assessment of road condi-
tions [96, 106] or traﬃc conditions [11]. Similar systems have been proposed
to identify collision and accident events, and to collect digital information
usable for forensics [148].
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The third branch focuses on automatic detection and classiﬁcation of
users’ transportation modality into a set of predeﬁned transportation mode
classes. Transportation mode detection systems typically rely heavily on
machine learning methods, while physical motion sensing techniques are
leveraged to produce descriptive features for the classiﬁcation. In the rest
of this section, we provide a concise survey on the transportation mode
detection systems, focusing in particular on systems using motion sensing
as the primary input source.
2.6.1 Transportation Mode Detection
Existing Transportation Mode Detection (TMD) research can be catego-
rized using several criteria. For example Consolvo et al. [27] group related
work based on the type of platform used, i.e., commercial devices, experi-
mental research prototypes, and systems used to detect a speciﬁc physical
activity. Reddy et al. [116] merge the ﬁrst two into a single category and
add a new category for mobile phones: commercial devices, custom hard-
ware and mobile phones. In a more recent work Prelipcean et al. [111]
emphasize the division of TMD literature between three research branches:
Location-based services, Transportation science, and Human geography.
Transportation mode detection can also be considered to be a subﬁeld of
Human Activity Recognition ﬁeld (HAR). TMD work within HAR has
roots in early work of the ﬁeld where a subset of the identiﬁed activities
were transportation-related modalities considered in TMD studies, e.g.,
walking, cycling or running [7]. The TMD within HAR ﬁeld can be fur-
ther split into work prior to independent transportation mode detection
subﬁeld, and work focusing solely on transportation mode detection. This
split occurs roughly around year 2008 [132], before which transportation
mode detection was rarely considered separately, and the transportation-
related modalities were part of a broader set of considered activities.
From the application perspective, categorization can also reasonably be
made based on the type of sensors utilized and consequently the type of
data available for applications. For example, location data is often required
by real-world transportation applications analyzing locations, POIs, and
route trajectories. Systems collecting only low-level motion sensor data, on
the other hand, allow self-contained systems regardless of the availability
or stability of the signal environment, inherently also providing better pri-
vacy and security for the system. Finally, the impact of smartphones on
transportation mode detection task has been so profound that a reasonable
binary categorization could also be done based on whether a smartphone
is used as the main platform or not.
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In our review, we opt to use categorization based on platform and the
main research branch of the work: (i) TMD within Transportation Sciences,
(ii) TMD as a subﬁeld of HAR with wearable and commercial devices, and
(iii) TMD with smartphones. In the following sections, we review existing
work on transportation mode detection, with emphasis on the studies that
use motion sensing for the task.
TMD within Transportation Sciences
Transportation mode detection within transportation science primarily con-
siders various techniques for oﬄine interpretation of GPS trajectories. The
ﬁrst sensor-assisted, transportation-related work within the transportation
science community considered augmenting electronic travel diaries with lo-
cation measurements derived from a GPS sensor [32, 121]. These studies
performed automatic spatiotemporal identiﬁcation of trip start and end.
We note that prior to May 1st 2000 the accuracy of civilian GPS localiza-
tion was impaired by the US Selective Availability (SA) Act [46], which
added artiﬁcial noise to GPS atom clocks in order to decrease accuracy
of the localization. After termination of the SA and public availability
of accurate GPS localization, the idea of automated travel diary was ex-
panded by Wolf et al. [149] by addition of trip purpose and exact route
taken between places, and by Ashbrook et al. [4] by clustering locations
to identify signiﬁcant places of the users, and establish the likelihood of
travel between the discovered signiﬁcant places. Stopher et al. [129, 130]
investigate GPS-assisted travel surveys, while also touching on the topic
of transportation mode detection. In their informal description of mode
identiﬁcation, the authors note that the use of speed in combination with
GIS information on public transportation could be used to reliably identify
the user’s transportation mode.
One of the ﬁrst works to speciﬁcally address identifying automotive
transportation modalities was proposed by Patterson et al. [104], which
leverages GPS measurements along with a GIS database detailing a bus
transportation network. The authors model transportation network as a
Graph and employ a particle ﬁltering to identify between bus, car, and
foot modalities. The work was later extended by Liao et al. [80] with
an inclusion of a hierarchical activity model. Zheng et al. [156, 157] in-
vestigate extended features derived from GPS measurements to identify
between stationarity, walking, biking, driving, and traveling by bus. The
authors augment the standard GPS features, i.e., velocity and location,
with segment-level features that capture variability in heading, velocity
and acceleration. To identify segments, i.e., transportation periods deﬁned
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by a single continuous transportation mode, the authors identify walk seg-
ments as potential change points between modalities. In a closely related
work, Zheng et al. [158] present GeoLife, a collaborative social networking
service enabling interaction and recommendations between users based on
interpreted location trajectories. As part of GeoLife, the authors present
a transportation mode detection scheme based on GPS trajectories. The
authors ﬁrst employ a change point-based segmentation, yielding trip legs
deﬁned by a single modality. After obtaining trip legs, the authors em-
ploy an inference model similar to their previous work [156, 157]. Similarly,
Xiao et al. [152] present a method for identifying transportation modes from
GPS trajectories without the need for external GIS information. The au-
thors capture a set of statistical features about speed, acceleration, azimuth
between consecutive points, and sinuosity of the trajectory.
Stenneth et al. [127] leverage a combination of GPS and knowledge
about the underlying transportation network, including real-time bus lo-
cations, to enable ﬁne-grained classiﬁcation of automotive modes. The
authors revisit the GPS features proposed by Zheng et al. [157] opting to
use average of heading change, acceleration and speed instead of frequency
of exceeding a predeﬁned threshold value. Bolbol et al. [13] explore limi-
tations of the existing research, highlighting challenges in data collection,
limited analysis to justify selected features, varying number of modalities
considered, in particular for the automotive modes, and typical assumptions
made to segment the data. The authors then propose a window-based SVM
classiﬁcation on GPS speed and GIS information on the locations of tube
stations.
A number of studies investigating use of deep learning methods to infer
transportation modes from location traces. For example Song et al. [125]
propose a Multi-task Deep Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)-based deep
learning architecture to simultaneously infer transportation mode and pre-
dict users mobility. Endo et al. [33] and Wang et al. [137] investigate lever-
aging deep learning frameworks to automatically learn representative fea-
tures from location trajectories for transportation mode estimation. From
the results of the evaluation, the authors ﬁnd that the features learned using
the proposed approach can yield comparable or slightly improved perfor-
mance when compared with classical hand-crafted features, demonstrating
the feasibility of the method. In contrast to leveraging deep learning for fea-
ture learning, Dabiri and Heaslip [30] propose a CNN-based deep learning
approach to directly predict transportation mode from location trajectories.
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TMD within HAR using Wearable and Commercial Devices
Prior to the advent of electronic motion sensors, researchers utilized me-
chanical motion sensors to collect measurements about physical activities.
Among the ﬁrst such platforms were mechanical motion sensors, such as
pedometers and actometers. These devices have been leveraged to esti-
mate daily physical activity based on number of steps counted by the pe-
dometer, and estimated energy expenditure from the actometer [92]. The
introduction and miniaturization of electronic accelerometers allowed re-
searchers to measure activities more precisely. For instance, Veltic and
Bussmann [17, 135] employed multiple uniaxial accelerometers to investi-
gate what the authors coined as the ambulatory accelerometry, detecting
body posture, walking, and cycling activities at three diﬀerent intensities.
Non-automotive activities related to transportation have been investi-
gated in a plethora of studies using motion sensors employed either on a
single sensing board or multiple wearable sensors. Examples of the former
category include the Sensing Badge containing a bi-axial accelerometer [34],
and the eWatch [65]. Using a custom sensing platform with embedded tri-
axial accelerometer, Ravi et al. [114] demonstrated how selection of training
and test data can drastically inﬂuence evaluation performance. A multi-
sensor platform coined the Mobile Sensing Platform (MSP) was presented
by Choudhury et al. [23]. The MSP, including the supported location sens-
ing board, enables 9-DoF motion sensing through fusion of accelerometer,
gyroscope and magnetometer. Additionally, the MSP contains an in-built
activity recognition system able to diﬀerentiate between walking, running,
cycling, using an elliptical trainer, and using a stair machine. Within the
MSP sensing pipeline, the authors utilize boosting to automatically perform
feature selection from a superset of 600 features.
Using multiple wearable accelerometers enables more detailed capture
of human bio-mechanics, allowing diﬀerentiating between a more varied set
of activities. For instance, Kern et al. [62] diﬀerentiate between 9 activities
using 12 tri-axial accelerometers positioned at major joints on the human
body. Bao and Intille [7] investigate a more varied set of activities with data
collected by 20 users using ﬁve body-worn biaxial accelerometers. The au-
thors consider a total of 20 activities, including transportation-related ac-
tivities stationary, walking, running and cycling. In a study comparing a
single sensor platform with multiple wearable sensors, Lester et al. [77] in-
vestigate practical activity recognition, paying attention to diﬀerent sensor
modalities used for activity recognition, number and placement of physical
sensors worn, and cross-placement and cross-user generalization. Based on
their results, the authors conclude that a single multisensor board is suﬃ-
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cient for activity recognition with over 90% performance, with barometer,
microphone and accelerometer deemed the most expressive sensor modal-
ities. The authors note that training data should be collected from all of
the expected sensor placements to cover placement-dependent variation of
sensor measurements.
Troped et al. [132] consider combination of GPS and a triaxial ac-
celerometer worn on the right hip to perform transportation mode detec-
tion between walking, running, cycling, skating, and car. The work was
one of the ﬁrst to speciﬁcally consider recognition of users transportation
modality from the perspective of activity recognition domain1. In a sim-
ilar system design, Feng and Timmermans [35] examine use of GPS and
accelerometer sensors to determine users transportation mode as walking,
running, bicycle, motorcycle, bus, car, tram, or metro, reporting a no-
tably high, 91.7% overall recall of the detection. Instead of GPS, Sohn
et al. [124] consider GSM-based transportation mode detection to discern
between {stationary, walking, and automotive} activities. In a related sys-
tem, Froehlich et al. [38] consider combination of accelerometer and GSM
in a system coined as the UbiGreen. The transportation mode inference
in Ubigreen combines Mobile Sensing Platform [23], providing automatic
identiﬁcation between sitting, standing, walking, running and cycling, with
GSM-based vehicle identiﬁcation inspired by the work of Sohn et al. [124].
After the surge of mobile phones with an ever-increasing array of em-
bedded sensors, transportation mode detection with wearable devices has
largely shifted into using smartphones as the primary platform. How-
ever, recent development of other sensor-equipped smart devices, such as
watches, glasses and rings, has spurred a new wave of activity and trans-
portation mode detection with (non-smartphone) wearable devices. In one
such work, Bhattacharya and Lane [10] investigate the feasibility of deep-
learning-based activity recognition on smartwatches. The authors sam-
ple the available sensors, i.e., accelerometer, gyroscope, barometer, mag-
netometer, light, temperature and WiFi, on the smartwatch model and
apply a general-purpose Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) to identify
between four modalities: standing, walking, running, and motorized. The
authors additionally consider a null-class, which corresponds to physical
movement unrelated to transportation activities.
1we note however, that to best of our knowledge, the ﬁrst work to consider recognition
of automotive modalities using an accelerometer were Devaul and Dunn within the scope
of the MIThril project [136].
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TMD with Smartphones
A common technique for transportation mode detection on smartphones is
to combine location information with motion sensing. For instance, Reddy
et al. [116] study diﬀerent combinations of sensors, features, and classiﬁca-
tion techniques to discern users’ transportation mode between stationary,
walking, biking, running and automotive. The authors ﬁnd the fusion of
accelerometer and GPS the most eﬃcient sensor combination for the de-
tection task, where GPS is used to measure instantaneous velocity, and
accelerometer is used to capture users’ overall motion characteristics. The
work is among the ﬁrst to consider using unconstrained smartphones for the
task of transportation mode detection. Consequently, the authors use the
orientation-agnostic L2-norm as their motion representation. From the L2-
representation, the authors utilize correlation-based feature extraction, and
ﬁnd variance, and energy coeﬃcients between 1-3Hz the best feature com-
bination. Using a combination of C4.5 Decision Trees and Discrete Hidden
Markov Model (DHMM), the authors employ a 10-fold cross validation to
yield precision and recall of 93.7% and 93.6% respectively. We note that the
study does not consider the distinction of ﬁne-grained automotive modali-
ties, which is generally recognized as one of the most challenging tasks for
TMD systems, and which is considered within this thesis. Instead of GPS,
Shin et al. [123] combine accelerometer with GSM to identify users’ trans-
portation mode between walk, bus, train/tram, and car. The authors use
signiﬁcant walking periods to segment transportation activities and GSM
location to identify vehicular transportation.
Systems relying solely on motion sensors typically employ more elabo-
rated motion sensing pipelines. For instance, Lu et al. [83] present a system
called the JigSaw that includes a motion sensing pipeline for activity recog-
nition, and evaluate its performance using transportation mode detection.
The motion sensing pipeline consists of a preprocessing stage including vir-
tual recalibration of the accelerometer, admission control to ﬁlter out extra-
neous activities, gravity component estimation based on a 4-second mean
of the accelerometer measurements, and transforming the measurements
into global vertical and horizontal motion representations. To alleviate the
challenges related to unconstrained device placements, the authors propose
a split-and-bound classiﬁcation, where each transport modality is subdi-
vided into placement-mode subclass, e.g., walk is divided into pocket−walk,
bag−walk and jacket−walk classes. The authors consider ﬁve modalities:
stationary, walking, running, cycling or vehicle, yielding an average accu-
racy of 95.1%. Wang et al. [143] investigate diﬀerent motion representations
in a system using mobile phone-embedded accelerometer to identify users’
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transportation mode as stationary, walk, bike, car, bus, or subway. The
authors produce three representations of the accelerometer measurements,
i.e., L2-norm, vertical linear acceleration and horizontal linear acceleration.
As the gravity component estimation method, the authors apply average
ﬁltering with mean over an 8-second data frame. In the evaluation of
their system, the authors ﬁnd the best results with the L2-norm (70.73%)
compared to using the horizontal and vertical projections (60.71%). The
under-performance of the projections is assumed to be caused largely by
inaccuracies in the gravity estimation. We note that the added diﬃculty
to discern between ﬁne-grained automotive modalities is evident from the
obtained detection performance between JigSaw and the system proposed
by Wang et al. [143].
Other potentially eﬀective sensors commonly found within mobile phones
for transportation mode detection include barometer, magnetometer and
microphone. Magnetometers have been shown to be eﬀective in identifying
rail-based transportation [140], whereas barometers can be used as a proxy
for user’s speed. As an example of a barometer-based approach, Sankaran
et al. [118] demonstrate how barometers can be used to discern between
coarse-grained modalities, i.e., idle, walking, and vehicle. Leveraging audio
information sampled from a microphone for transportation mode detection
is investigated by Wang and Roggen [142], where they utilize short time
Fourier transform (STFT) and a CNN-based deep learning framework to
detect between still, walk, run, bike, car, bus, train and subway. The au-
thors ﬁnd that the audio-based approach performs best, with roughly 95%
precision, for distinguishing between ﬁne-grained automotive modalities,
which contrast and potentially complements the challenge of discerning be-
tween these modalities using motion sensing-based approaches. We note
that when compared to motion sensors, the use of audio, magnetometers
and barometers is more susceptible to overﬁt, as these sensor modalities
are more prone to capture speciﬁc qualities related to routes and vehicles
instead of the transportation mode in general.
Besides the above work speciﬁcally targeting TMD, several transporta-
tion sensing systems employ closely similar sensing pipelines. For instance,
Wu¨stenberg et al. [88] diﬀerentiate between electric vehicles and fossil-
fueled vehicles by inspecting the high-frequency components of motion.
Nawaz and Mascolo [98] leverage mobile phone-embedded accelerometer
and gyroscope to learn users’ signiﬁcant routes. In their sensing pipeline,
sensor measurements are transformed into the global reference frame using
gravity estimation based on low-pass ﬁltering accelerometer measurements.
The yaw rotation is then aligned with the vehicle’s movement direction us-
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ing a heuristic based on gyroscope-measured rotation during turning ma-
neuvers. Similar coordination transformation from local device frame to
vehicle-movement centered frame is performed by Mohan et al. [96] in their
system coined Nericell. As part of the motion sensing pipeline, Nericell
performs gravity estimation using a 10-second median ﬁlter to transform
motion sensor measurements from the device’s local to the global reference
frame. The yaw rotation is resolved based on detecting braking and ac-
celeration events from GPS, and estimating the direction of acceleration
within the accelerometer measurements during these events.
In an eﬀort to provide a benchmark dataset for the transportation mode
detection community, Gjoreski et al. [43] have collected and annotated 2812
hours of multi-sensor data about transportation activities within south-east
UK. The dataset, coined as the Sussex-Huawei Locomotion-Transportation
(SHL) dataset, was collected using a single device model carried by 3 users
in 4 diﬀerent placements over a period of 7 months. The dataset contains
measurements from 16 diﬀerent sensor modalities available in the target
device. The measurements are manually annotated with details about 8
transportation modes, participants posture, inside/outside location, road
conditions, presence of a tunnel, social interactions and having meals. A
subset of the SHL dataset was employed by Wang et al. [139] in Sussex-
Huawei Locomotion Challenge2. The challenge involves participants with
a competition to recognize eight transportation modes: still, walk, run,
bike, car, bus, train, and subway using measurements from four hardware
sensors, i.e., accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer and barometer, and
three virtual sensors, i.e., linear acceleration, gravity and orientation sen-
sors. The measurements are collected from pocket placement from one user
over a period of 82 days. Of the 19 submissions, 11 leveraged classical ma-
chine learning pipeline (ML), and 9 deep learning (DL) frameworks. On
average the DL approaches performed marginally better than the ML ones,
with the best DL system yielding an average F1-score of 93.9% and the
best ML system 92.4%. The best system utilizing only inertial sensors, i.e.,
accelerometer and gyroscope yielded an average F1 score of 88.8%, ranking
3rd in the competition. The system, called Tesaguri, uses a CNN-based
deep learning approach with input as the spectra of raw sensor measure-
ments. Interestingly, a benchmark system designed by Wang et al. [139],
based similarly on frequency transformation of raw sensor measurements
(accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer) and CNN-based deep learn-
ing approach yields an overall F1-score of 92.9%, further implicating suit-
ability of CNN for the transportation mode detection task.
2http://www.shl-dataset.org/activity-recognition-challenge/
Chapter 3
Linear Acceleration for
Transportation Sensing
Accurately capturing periods of linear acceleration is one of the main chal-
lenges for motion sensing on mobile devices. While a powerful representa-
tion of motion information directly related to the true movement of the user,
linear acceleration is easily masked by acceleration caused by gravity, and
distorted by noise and imperfect sensing equipment. When transformed
into global reference frame, linear acceleration enables orientation-agnostic
activity recognition [83], characterizing vehicular movement [42, 52, 58],
augmenting positioning systems through inertial navigation [150] and as-
sessing risk of injury [87]. However, accurately performing such transforma-
tion is diﬃcult during periods of sustained linear acceleration, when linear
acceleration is mixed with acceleration due to gravity, and thus making
estimation of the gravity component diﬃcult.
Within transportation, sustained linear acceleration on the horizontal
plane is the main resultant force measurable by motion sensors from sub-
stantial changes in velocity or change in the direction of movement. The
ability to capture and characterize these periods is a key enabler for sensing
applications targeting mechanized and automotive transportation. In this
chapter, we present novel approaches to capture sustained linear accelera-
tion for both accelerometer-based and IMU-based motion sensing. Using
these techniques, we propose a novel set of peak and segment features, usable
for both physical sensing and machine learning systems to monitor users’
transportation behavior. Finally, based on the presented techniques, we
describe an accelerometer-based transportation mode detection system ca-
pable of discerning between ﬁne-grained automotive transportation modal-
ities. The contributions presented in this chapter are based on Article I
and Article II.
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Algorithm 1 G
(x,y,z)
est = Gravity (A
(x,y,z)
i )
1: F
(x,y,z)
mean = mean(A
(x,y,z)
i )
2: F
(x,y,z)
var = var(A
(x,y,z)
i )
3: for each a ∈ {x, y, z} do
4: if F avar ≥ τvarMax then  currently we use τvarMax = 1.5
5: return G
(x,y,z)
est = AverageFilter(5s)
6: end if
7: if ||F amean −Gaest|| ≥ τΔG then  currently we use τΔG = 2m/s2
8: τavar = F
a
var + 	  Force update of the gravity component
9: end if
10: if F avar < τ
a
var then
11: Gaest = F
a
mean
12: τavar = (F
a
var + τ
a
var)/2
13: Increasea = τvar ∗ 	inc
14: else
15: τavar = τ
a
var + Increase
a
16: end if
17: end for
3.1 Adaptive Accelerometer-based Gravity Esti-
mation
Ideally, the gravity component could be calculated directly from accelerom-
eter measurements, allowing self-contained and low-energy systems to track
movement within global frame regardless of device orientation. However,
isolating the gravity component from other sources of acceleration, par-
ticularly within the low-grade accelerometer sensors commonly embedded
in modern mobile devices, is inherently a heuristic process, providing only
an estimate of the gravity component. Our approach for accelerometer-
based gravity component estimation, adaptive accelerometer-based gravity
estimation (AAGE), can be understood as an extension of the opportunis-
tic gravity estimation method described in Section 2.4.3. Our approach,
detailed in Algorithm 1, is designed to provide more robust and accurate
gravity component estimation during mechanized transportation, alleviat-
ing the limitations outlined in Section 2.4.3. Speciﬁcally, in our approach
we propose:
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(1) Adapting the variance threshold τvar, used to control triggering gravity
estimates. This ensures ﬁnding a suitable threshold value respective of
the underlying motion and noise environment. To ensure estimates are
obtained, the variance threshold is relaxed over time, proportionally to
the current threshold, until a gravity estimate is triggered, or variance
of any of the accelerometer axes exceeds the upper limit of τvarMax =
1.5 (line 4). When a gravity estimate is triggered, i.e., when variance
of the current frame Fvar is below τvar, we set the current gravity
estimate Gest to the mean of the current 1-second frame Fmean, and
set the variance threshold τvar to the average of the current threshold
value and variance of the current data frame Fvar (lines 11 – 12). The
combination of relaxing and tightening of the variance threshold value
aims to ensure that it remains suitable for the current motion and
noise environment. Additionally, this procedure provides a mechanism
to control the balance between frequency and quality of the gravity
estimation points. Finally, opportunistic gravity estimation remains a
valid approach only when the overall variation of acceleration is low.
Consequently, when accelerometer variance Fvar along any of the sensor
axes increases above a predeﬁned threshold τvarMax = 1.5, typically
produced during pedestrian activities, we connect our method with
average ﬁltering using a 5-second frame length (lines 4 – 5).
(2) Detecting notable shifts in device inclination, and reinitializing grav-
ity estimation in these cases. Speciﬁcally, we monitor the diﬀerence
between the mean of 1-second frame Fmean and current gravity esti-
mate Gest. Whenever the diﬀerence exceeds a predeﬁned threshold
τΔG = 2m/s
2, the threshold τvar is set to Fvar + 	 (lines 7–8), where
	 is a small constant, forcing an update of the gravity estimate up-
date (lines 10–14). This procedure aims to mitigate the detrimental
eﬀects of large inclination shifts to the gravity component estimation.
Note that the selection of τΔG deﬁnes the maximum sustained linear
acceleration detectable by the algorithm, eﬀectively creating a trade-oﬀ
between maximum sustained linear acceleration, and maximum error
producible by shifts in device inclination.
To validate the eﬀectiveness of the AAGE, we have performed a small-
scale experiment comparing our gravity estimation technique with accelerom-
eter ﬁltering. As the ﬁltering technique, we consider mean over data frame
using 1, 10 and 30 second frame duration. Our experiment dataset contains
slightly over 7 hours of accelerometer data collected from four diﬀerent au-
tomotive transportation modalities. As the evaluation metric, we compare
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Our Miz-1 Miz-10 Miz-30
Bus 0.32 0.09 0.24 0.27
Train 0.54 0.16 0.25 0.42
Metro 0.51 0.18 0.32 0.41
Tram 0.35 0.09 0.31 0.32
Table 3.1: Correlation coeﬃcient between integral of the horizontal linear
acceleration and GPS speed sampled at 1Hz. As the gravity estimation
methods, we consider our method and average ﬁltering approach with three
typical data frame lengths.
velocity obtained through numerical integration of linear horizontal accel-
eration with velocity obtained from GPS measurements sampled at 1Hz
frequency. The results of this evaluation are presented in Table 3.1. From
the results, we observe that our approach yields consistently higher correla-
tion coeﬃcient with GPS velocity when compared to average ﬁltering using
diﬀerent data frame lengths. Another key beneﬁt of our approach is that
it relies on short data frame duration, allowing rapidly reacting to changes
in the gravity component, and thus reducing the risk of large errors due to
latency in the gravity component estimation.
3.2 IMU-based Adaptive Gravity Estimation
As detailed in Section 2.4.3, addition of a gyroscope enables realizing the
device as a 6-DoF IMU, allowing more robust separation between periods of
linear acceleration and shifts in device inclination. To take advantage of the
added motion information provided by IMU, we have designed an extended
version of AAGE, referred to as IMU-based Adaptive Gravity Estimation
(IAGE). IAGE is based on four modules, each handling a speciﬁc task for
gravity component estimation:
1. Keypoint Detection and Validation,
2. Orientation Change Detection,
3. Gravity Estimation Interpolation, and
4. Linear Acceleration Decomposition
The ﬁrst two modules (1) – (2) correspond to AAGE’s operating prin-
ciple, i.e., (1) opportunistically identifying periods when the main force
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aﬀecting the device is gravity, and (2) separately detecting and handling
large orientation shifts in the device inclination. Within the scope of IAGE,
we refer to the near-static periods as keypoints, and the module responsi-
ble for ﬁnding these periods as Keypoint Detection and Validation. The
module responsible for detecting and handling large shifts in device incli-
nation is referred to as Orientation Change Detection. The two remaining
modules (3) – (4) are unique for IAGE, and are designed to take advantage
of the measurements about device rotation. The ﬁrst of the new mod-
ules (3) Gravity Estimation Interpolation, is responsible for interpolating
the gravity component between the keypoints. The ﬁnal module (4) Lin-
ear Acceleration Decomposition separates tangential and radial components
of the horizontal, gravity-eliminated linear acceleration during mechanized
movement. In the following subsections we provide an overview of each of
these modules.
3.2.1 Keypoint Detection and Validation
To identify optimal keypoints for gravity estimation we follow an oppor-
tunistic approach, similar to AAGE, where the threshold to trigger gravity
estimation is adapted over time to match the current motion environment.
As the main diﬀerence, instead of simple accelerometer variance, we mea-
sure stability S of the motion environment using a combination of accel-
eration and rotation measurements. Stability reﬂects the overall motion
variability within a data frame. Formally, stability of frame x is estimated
as:
S(i) = ασσi + αμδμi + αω|ωi|, (3.1)
where σi denotes the standard deviation of the accelerometer measurements
for frame i, δμi is the diﬀerence in accelerometer mean between subsequent
data frames i and i − 1, and |ωi| is the magnitude of angular velocity for
data frame i. The diﬀerence in mean provides a mechanism for detecting
sustained acceleration, whereas angular velocity enables accounting for pe-
riods where the device is inﬂuenced by centripetal force. The variables ασ,
αμ, and αω are weight terms, which we require to sum up to one. In the
experiments we consider ασ = 0.1, αμ = 0.45 and αω = 0.45 as the values
of the weighting coeﬃcients. We note that the distribution of α values does
not directly reﬂect the importance of the diﬀerent components, as the units
of the three components are not in-scale. In practice, the selected α val-
ues allocate a roughly even weight to the diﬀerent components. Finally, we
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Algorithm 2 FindKeypoints (Ωi, Ai)
1: Si = Stability(Ωi, Ai)
2: if Si ≤ τs then
3: Kstab = Si
4: Kgrav = mean(Ai)
5: keyPoints.add(K)
6: τs = Si
7: Increase = Si ∗ 	
8: else
9: τs = τs + Increase
10: end if
note that the stability score measures overall variability of the measurement
frame, and hence a low score implies high stability for a keypoint.
After calculating the stability score, the keypoint detection algorithm,
presented in Algorithm 2, follows a similar pattern to AAGE of adapting the
threshold τs to generate new keypoints, eﬀectively balancing between the
frequency and quality of generated keypoints. Speciﬁcally, we compare the
stability score Si (Eq. 3.1) of the current data frame i against an adaptive
threshold τs (Lines 1-2). Whenever the stability of current frame is within
the threshold, we create a new keypoint K that consists of a stability score
Kstab and a gravity estimateKgrav. As the stability of the keypointKstab we
use the stability of the corresponding data frame i (Line 3). As the gravity
estimate Kgrav we assign the mean of the accelerometer measurements of
the data frame i (Line 4). When the stability score Si of the current frame
i exceeds threshold τs, we increase τs by a value relative to the stability
of the most recent keypoint Kstab using a small scalar 	 (Line 9). In the
experiments we use 	 = 0.01. The threshold is increased until the stability
of a new frame falls within the threshold, after which the threshold τs
and the increase value are reinitialized using the stability of the current
frame (lines 6–7). Thus, the algorithm eﬀectively searches for the lowest
possible score value for the current inertial environment, while at the same
time balancing between the recentness of the generated keypoints. For an
illustration of the gravity estimation, see Figure 3.1.
While the keypoint generation algorithm generally performs well, stabil-
ity can remain low during periods of constant sustained linear acceleration,
triggering generation of false keypoints. Such false keypoints are prob-
lematic for two reasons. First, they result in loss of motion information
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the keypoint generation process within IAGE.
The red dots correspond to generated keypoints K.
about the sustained linear acceleration event triggering the false keypoint.
Second, the false keypoint can produce erroneous gravity estimates while
estimating gravity between keypoints, resulting in false linear acceleration.
To reduce the risk of producing false keypoints, we perform a separate key-
point validation step on the stored keypoints before using them for gravity
estimation. The intuition within the keypoint validation is that whenever
accelerometer measurements report a change in device inclination ΔΘa, a
change of approximately same magnitude ΔΘr should be measured by the
gyroscope; see Figure 3.2 for illustration. In practice, limited sensor qual-
ity and the complexity of the user’s inertial environment always cause a
level of disagreement with the two inclination estimates. To account for
these factors, we deﬁne an error range 	Θ, which deﬁnes the acceptable
margin of error between the two inclination changes. If the threshold is
exceeded, the keypoint is considered unreliable and ﬁltered from the ﬁnal
gravity estimate.
3.2.2 Orientation Change Detection
Eﬃciently handling large and sudden changes in device inclination is one
of the key challenges in gravity component estimation. If not treated prop-
erly, these events can result in large errors to the gravity component while
the algorithm converges to the new device orientation. Within the scope
of AAGA, we presented an orientation change detection method relying on
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the procedure to detect false Keypoints generated
during an event of near-constant sustained linear acceleration. The blue
line notes accelerometer measurements over time and the red line notes
inclination tracked by integrating gyroscope measurements. The ΔΘr and
ΔΘa note the change in device orientation indicated by integration of the
measured rotation and accelerometer respectively.
monitoring large changes between current gravity estimate and accelerom-
eter measurements. This approach, however, has a limitation that it is
unable to discern periods of strong linear acceleration that exceed a prede-
ﬁned threshold from actual changes in device inclination. Within the scope
of IMU-based systems, the inclusion of a gyroscope enables addressing this
limitation by directly measuring changes in device orientation.
Our IAGA orientation change detection algorithm, presented in Algo-
rithm 3, follows a two-stage approach to detect and validate problematic
shifts in device inclination. In the ﬁrst stage, we detect large shifts in
device orientation relative to prevalent motion environment. Speciﬁcally,
to ensure our algorithm adapts to current motion environment, we utilize
a stream-based event detection approach to detect potentially problem-
atic orientation changes. The event detection algorithm compares current
change in gyroscope magnitude against a threshold τΩ that is determined
dynamically based on a running estimate of the standard deviation of gy-
roscope magnitude (Lines 1, 12). Currently we set the threshold τΩ equal
to three times the standard deviation of recent gyroscope measurements
(Line 12), which approximates a two-sided t-test with a signiﬁcance value
of 0.0001.
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Algorithm 3 OrientationChange
1: ΩL2 = getMagnitude(Ω)
2: if ΩL2 > τΩ then  Detect
3: Θi = getEulerInclination(G)
4: Θi−n = getEulerInclination(Gi−n)
5: ΔΘ = abs(Θi −Θi−n)
6: if ΔΘ > τΘ then  Validate
7: do  Orientation change conﬁrmed
8: HighKinematicTracking()
9: while ΩL2 > τΩ
10: end if
11: else
12: τΩ = 3σ(Ω
1...i
L2 )
13: end if
In the second stage of the algorithm we validate that the inclination
of the device has indeed changed. This step is relevant to avoid triggering
the algorithm unnecessarily, as large angular velocities do not necessarily
translate to shifts in device orientation. For instance, rotations around
the gravity vector do not inﬂuence the device inclination. Additionally,
a bump in the road or the user shifting position can produce large mo-
mentary angular velocities. However, the movement in these situations is
often symmetric in the sense that the device returns to approximately ini-
tial orientation, thus resulting only in small changes to device inclination
and keeping the existing gravity estimate valid. The resulting change in
device inclination from an event of high angular velocity is calculated by
comparing the initial inclination (Line 3) with the inclination measured at
the end of the high angular velocity event (Lines 4 - 6). When the change in
inclination exceeds a predeﬁned threshold τΘ = 10
◦ (Line 6), we assume the
inclination of the device has changed substantially and connect our method
with high-kinematic orientation tracking, which ensures that the inclination
change does not produce false linear acceleration. As the high-kinematic
orientation tracking technique we employ the method of Madgwick [84].
Once orientation no longer changes, we store the current orientation and
reset the gravity estimate.
3.2.3 Gravity Interpolation
As the ﬁnal step for IAGA, we interpolate the gravity component between
the generated keypoints. The interpolation is handled by two algorithms:
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propagation which provides real-time gravity estimates updates from the
most recent keypoint Ka, and ﬁltering which is triggered once a new key-
point Kb is detected and enhances the gravity component estimation be-
tween Ka and Kb.
Propagation updates gravity component estimates from the most re-
cent keypoint Ka using a complementary ﬁlter [25] that balances between
accelerometer and gyroscope measurements, formally
G(x) = (1− α) ∗G(x− 1) ∗RΩ + α ∗A(x)(x,y,z)L , (3.2)
where α is a weight coeﬃcient and RΩ is the rotation matrix derived from
gyroscope measurements
RΩ =
⎡
⎣ 1 −Ωz ΩyΩz 1 −Ωx
−Ωy Ωx 1
⎤
⎦ . (3.3)
The value of α, i.e., the weight allocated to the accelerometer in order
to negate gyroscope drift, is determined adaptively based on the relative
frame stability:
α = 0.01 ∗ K
S
a
Stability(Xi)
. (3.4)
This approach aims to allow the interpolation to rapidly correct drift
when the device is in a stable state, while at the same time reducing loss
of motion information during periods of linear acceleration. The value 0.01
reﬂects a commonly-used α-value in complementary ﬁlters, and is used as
a base value for the α-adaptation.
Filtering takes advantage of a newly generated keypoint Kb by per-
forming a bi-directional gravity interpolation. Speciﬁcally, we compute
two gravity component estimates using forward interpolation starting from
Ka: Ga = G(x1...n), and backward interpolation starting from Kb: Gb =
G(xn...1). For both interpolations, the weight term α used in the comple-
mentary ﬁlter is adapted to use min(KSa ,K
S
b ) as the denominator. The
reliability of both gravity interpolations can be assessed by comparing the
interpolation error E between the ﬁnal gravity component value with the
corresponding keypoint: Ea = ‖Ga(xn) −KGb ‖ and Eb = ‖Gb(x1) −KGa ‖.
The fused gravity estimate is then calculated as a weighted combination
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of the interpolations Ga, Gb, with weights determined by the interpolation
error E. As the weight function, we use a non-linear Sigmoid function:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
W = 0 , i = 1
W = 2(xn)
2 , 1 < i < c
W = 1− 2(x−nn )2 , c < i < n
W = 1, i = n
(3.5)
where n is the number of measurements between keypoints and c = nEaEa+Eb
is a weighting factor determining the relative interpolation quality between
the forward and backward estimates. The ﬁnal interpolation G can now be
expressed as:
G = (1−W )Ga(x1...n) +WGb(xn...1). (3.6)
3.2.4 Linear Acceleration Decomposition
Recall from Sections 2.2.1, 2.4.4 that, using the estimated gravity compo-
nent G, linear acceleration a´ within the device’s local frame can be esti-
mated by subtracting the gravity component from accelerometer measure-
ments. Next, the linear acceleration can be rotated to global reference frame
respective to inclination by using the gravity component as a reference.
The (directional) vertical component of linear acceleration within the
global reference frame can then be directly read from the z-axis of the
rotated, gravity-eliminated accelerometer measurements A´zG(Θ). The hor-
izontal component of linear acceleration a´hG(Θ) corresponding to A´
(x,y)
G(Θ) is
more diﬃcult to estimate as there is no direct reference point between the
global and local frames within the horizontal plane. As a partial solution,
we propose a heuristic approach during mechanized transportation, which
is able to decompose the horizontal linear acceleration into tangential and
radial components respective to the movement direction of the device
h = h(t) · h(r). (3.7)
Our solution relies on identifying and leveraging common mechanized
transportation maneuvers corresponding to accelerating, braking, and turn-
ing. The three maneuvers are identiﬁed by comparing correlation ρ between
the horizontal linear acceleration A´hG(Θ) and rotation around the gravity
component, corresponding to a change in yaw Δψ, given by the z-axis of
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the rotated gyroscope measurements ΩzG(Θ). The presence of strong corre-
lation indicates a turning maneuver whereas the lack of yaw rotation during
linear acceleration indicates an accelerating or braking event.
During the ﬁrst two maneuvers, i.e., acceleration and braking, we rely
on an assumption that the majority of the horizontal linear acceleration
is caused by tangential acceleration due to velocity change. During these
periods, the direction angle of tangential horizontal acceleration can be
estimated using a four-quadrant inverse tangent:
α
h(t)
V = arctan(A´
x
G(Θ), A´
y
G(Θ)), (3.8)
where V denotes the vehicle-centered reference frame. Similarly, we assume
that turning maneuvers will result in centripetal acceleration, revealing the
radial component of horizontal linear acceleration. We use correlation be-
tween horizontal linear acceleration and rotation around the gravity com-
ponent as weighting terms
ρx = corr(R
z
G(Θ), A´
x
G(Θ)) (3.9)
ρy = corr(R
z
G(Θ), A´
y
G(Θ)) (3.10)
and estimate the direction angle of the radial direction respective to the
vehicle-centered frame using:
α
h(r)
V = arctan(
ρxA´
x
G(Θ)
||ρ|| ,
ρyA´
y
G(Θ)
||ρ|| ). (3.11)
3.2.5 Evaluation of Linear Acceleration
As one of the evaluations of IAGE, we compare accumulation of error be-
tween the ground truth distance obtained from GPS measurements, sam-
pled at 1Hz, and the distance obtained through double integration of tan-
gential horizontal acceleration a´
h(t)
V . The evaluation is performed by ﬁrst
partitioning the ground truth data into segments using zero-velocity stop-
ping periods as deliminator. Each segment then corresponds to transporta-
tion between two consecutive stops. We use the segment-based evaluation
to provide a measure of control for the accumulation of drift, in order to
avoid propagation of large errors between segments and masking the ac-
tual performance of the algorithms. We compare our method with average
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of the accumulation of distance error of the eval-
uated approaches, where a notes regression coeﬃcient. The comparison is
performed against a distance obtained from GPS measurements.
ﬁltering used in JigSaw, proposed by Lu et al. [83], opportunistic grav-
ity estimation proposed by Kunze et al. [67], and the IMU-based solution
proposed by Madgwick et al. [84]. The results of the evaluation are illus-
trated in Figure 3.3, demonstrating that our method is able to track actual
distance during mechanized transportation within approximately 16% ac-
curacy. Compared to the considered baselines, our approach is able to sig-
niﬁcantly improve the correspondence with the ground truth, ranging from
a 27% increase over the IMU-based Madgwick baseline, to a 71% increase
over the Kunze baseline. For further evaluations and technical details, we
refer to the attached Article II.
3.3 Feature engineering for Linear Acceleration
Recall from Section 2.5.2 that motion information is typically transformed
into features for machine learning inference. Features are typically com-
puted from data frames of ﬁxed duration, and are thus referred to as
frame-based features. While the standard frame-based features can eﬀec-
tively characterize transient and high-frequency motion common for human
activities, they are ill suited for capturing periods of sustained acceleration.
This limitation is particularly evident during mechanized transportation,
where the most signiﬁcant motion information is produced by acceleration,
deceleration and turning maneuvers. Within the motion sensor measure-
ments, these periods are evident as sustained elevation (or declination)
peaks within linear horizontal acceleration and rotations around the grav-
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Figure 3.4: Peak areas detected from gravity-eliminated horizontal accel-
eration during a metro ride.
ity vector; see Figure 3.4 for illustration. To quantify these peaks in a
way that is usable for machine learning methods, we design a collection of
features, called the peak features.
3.3.1 Peak Features
Peak features are statistical features that quantify identiﬁed peaks within
the input signal. As the ﬁrst step of extracting peak features, we identify
peak areas corresponding to a signiﬁcant elevations within the monitored
motion representation. We trigger a peak using a stream-based event de-
tection algorithm, based on signiﬁcant change in the monitored motion
representation. After triggering a peak, we mark the start time of the
event and buﬀer subsequent measurements until the measurements even
out. Once the peak area is deﬁned, we calculate a set of features quantify-
ing key aspects of the peak: peak length, maximum value, volume, excess
kurtosis and skewness; see Figure 3.5 for an illustration of the diﬀerent
features. An additional beneﬁt of peak features is that they are able to
maintain an intuitively clear relationship with the underlying physical phe-
nomena. Speciﬁcally, the ﬁrst two features captures duration and intensity
of the peak, while peak volume capture total velocity change or heading
change, and kurtosis and skewness capture symmetrical properties of the
peak event.
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Figure 3.5: Peak features are a collection of features quantifying the key
metrics of the peak event.
3.3.2 Segment Features
In addition to the peak features, we propose a set of segment features that
capture motion patterns over a longer time span, e.g., over a single trip
with automotive transportation. On a conceptual level, segment features
correspond to the segment-scale features proposed by Zheng et al. [157],
i.e., heading change rate, velocity change rate and stop rate. In addition
to monitoring the frequency of the peak events, we propose monitoring
frequency, mean duration and variability of the duration of the intermittent
stationary periods, and variability of the peak features.
3.4 Transportation Mode Detection
To demonstrate the potential of the proposed peak and segments features,
we have developed the accelerometer-based transportation mode detection
system described in Article I. The underlying intuition for using peak-
and segment-based features for transportation mode detection task is illus-
trated in Figure 3.6, depicting horizontal linear acceleration for diﬀerent
automotive modalities. In the ﬁgure, we can observe that the motion pat-
terns revealed by horizontal linear acceleration are similar within the same
modality, while distinct from other modes, providing a strong intuitive basis
for our approach.
The performance of smartphone-based activity recognition approaches
is typically sensitive to the placement of the device. Peak- and segment-
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of the horizontal acceleration proﬁles for diﬀerent
motorized transportation modalities.
based features, however, characterize movement patterns of vehicles instead
of humans, making these features more robust against variation over dif-
ferent sensor placements. To demonstrate this aspect, consider Figure 3.7
presenting horizontal linear acceleration during a single tram ride from
three diﬀerent users and three diﬀerent phone placements: bag (top, ma-
genta), trouser pocket (middle, red) and jacket (bottom, blue). In the
ﬁgure, we can observe that the horizontal acceleration proﬁles are nearly
identical, demonstrating that the peak- and segment-based features are less
susceptible to variation due to device placement.
3.4.1 Sensing pipeline
Our sensing pipeline follows a standard motion-sensing architecture com-
posed of a preprocessing, gravity estimation and feature extraction mod-
ules. As the ﬁrst step, we buﬀer accelerometer measurement into short
data frames of 1.2-second length, ensuring that our system is able to react
rapidly to changes in transportation mode. We preprocess the raw sensor
measurements using a low-pass ﬁlter which retains 90% of the original sig-
nals energy. Using a dynamic threshold based on the current motion inten-
sity is designed to preserve more of the high-frequency components during
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Figure 3.7: Unﬁltered horizontal acceleration during a tram ride for three
diﬀerent users, with phones placed in three diﬀerent placements.
mechanized transportation, while simultaneously allowing more substantial
ﬁltering during pedestrian modalities.
Next, we utilize the AAGE approach for gravity estimation, described in
Section 3.1, to approximate the gravity component within the accelerometer
measurements. Using the gravity component estimation, motion informa-
tion is then transformed onto a global reference frame respective to device
inclination. Since our system does not require a gyroscope, it is unable to
leverage measurements about angular velocity to reliably distinguish be-
tween radial and tangential components of horizontal linear acceleration.
Instead, as an alternative heuristic solution, we perform PCA on the two-
dimensional horizontal linear acceleration and project the horizontal linear
acceleration along the resolved principal components. We then sum the
two resulting, orthogonal vectors into a single-dimensional representation
of overall horizontal linear acceleration. Compared to simply using L2-
norm of horizontal linear acceleration, the advantage of this method is that
it allows retaining the direction of linear horizontal acceleration, allowing
a separation between acceleration and deceleration periods of mechanized
movement. Finally, since we assume arbitrary device orientation, the sign
of the linear horizontal acceleration does not directly correspond to increase
or decrease of velocity. As a simple heuristic, we use the intermittent sta-
tionary periods to resolve sign of the linear acceleration by assuming that
acceleration before a stationary period corresponds to decrease in velocity,
whereas sustained linear acceleration after a stationary period corresponds
to increase in velocity. As the ﬁnal motion representations, we consider the
L2-norm of the overall acceleration, vertical linear acceleration a´vG(Θ), and
horizontal linear acceleration a´hG(Θ).
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Representation Features
Statistical Mean, STD, Variance, Median, Min, Max, Range,
Interquartile range, Kurtosis, Skewness, RMS
Time Integral, Double integral, Auto-Correlation, Mean-
Crossing Rate
Frequency FFT DC component, Spectral coeﬃcients at
1,2,3,4,5,6 Hz, Spectral Energy, Spectral Entropy,
Spectrum peak position, Wavelet Entropy, Wavelet
Magnitude
Peak Volume (AuC), Intensity, Length, Kurtosis, Skew-
ness
Segment Variance of peak features (10 features), Peak fre-
quency (2 features), Stationary duration, Station-
ary frequency
Table 3.2: Full list of the features considered for the transportation mode
classiﬁers.
From each motion representation, we extract frame based, peak based,
and segment based features. The frame-based features are selected based on
feature analysis presented by Figo et al. [36], while the peak- and segment-
based features correspond to the features presented above in Section 3.3.
The full list of considered features is presented in Table 3.2.
3.4.2 Machine learning inference
To identify the user’s transportation mode, we use a three-stage hierar-
chical classiﬁcation framework that decomposes the transportation mode
detection task into speciﬁc subtasks. The underlying idea, illustrated in
Figure 3.8, is to proceed from coarse-grained transportation mode classiﬁ-
cation towards a more ﬁne-grained distinction of the current modality. The
advantage of this approach is the ability to provide information at diﬀerent
granularity and conﬁdence, depending on the application requirements.
To improve the performance of our transportation mode detection sys-
tem, we rely on a logical assumption that consecutive automotive modal-
ities are separated by intermittent segments of pedestrian activity [156].
To leverage this observation, we perform segment-wise classiﬁcation of
non-pedestrian transportation modes instead of solely relying on frame-
by-frame classiﬁcation. Speciﬁcally, as more evidence to support one of the
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Figure 3.8: Overview of the classiﬁers used in our system and their depen-
dencies.
modalities accumulates during a segment, our system is able to provide an
increasingly accurate prediction of the current transportation mode. We
continue the segment-wise classiﬁcation until a pedestrian activity is de-
tected. We note that stationary periods during automotive transportation
are interpreted as being stopped in a vehicle, and are treated separately
from stationary periods outside automotive transportation.
Kinematic Motion Classiﬁer
At the root of the hierarchical classiﬁcation scheme is a kinematic motion
classiﬁer which diﬀerentiates high-kinematic pedestrian modalities from the
other, low-kinematic modalities. As the kinematic motion classiﬁer scheme,
we use a well-established technique of combining an instance-based classiﬁer
with a generative classiﬁer [116]. As the instance-based classiﬁer we utilize
an ensemble of decision trees (with T = 10 trees) of depth one, trained us-
ing Adaptive Boosting [37]. The ensemble classiﬁer leverages frame-based
features, where most eﬀective features were found to be variance and range
of the horizontal representation, and interquartile range and spectral coeﬃ-
cient at 2Hz of the vertical representation. The output of the tree-ensemble
is transformed into probability distribution using the scoring provided by
the AdaBoost classiﬁer. The probability distribution is then used as an
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input for the generative classiﬁer, in our case a Discrete Hidden Markov
Model (DHMM), which eﬀectively acts as an state-transition ﬁlter. The
precision of the kinematic motion classiﬁer exceeds 99% enabling robust
separation between high-kinematic pedestrian activities and the rest of the
considered transportation modalities.
Stationary Classiﬁer
When the kinematic motion classiﬁer detects a low-kinematic motion envi-
ronment, the process is passed to a stationary classiﬁer, which determines
whether the user is stationary or in an automotive transportation. As the
stationary classiﬁer, we use an ensemble of T = 15 decision trees of depth
two. The most expressive features for this task are the peak-features cor-
responding to peak volume and duration, segment-features corresponding
to frequency of acceleration and braking peaks and variance of peak du-
ration over the segment. Among the frame-based features, variance, root
mean square, peak spectral coeﬃcient and wavelet entropy were selected
from the horizontal representation, and interquartile range, variance, root
mean square and spectral coeﬃcient at 2Hz were selected from the verti-
cal representation. The precision of the resulting classiﬁer exceeds 95%,
which combined with high performance of the root-level kinematic motion
classiﬁer enables identiﬁcation of automotive transportation with high con-
ﬁdence.
Automotive Classiﬁer
When automotive transportation is detected, the classiﬁcation proceeds to
an automotive classiﬁer which is responsible for ﬁne-grained distinction of
the current automotive mode as one of the ﬁve considered modes: bus,
train, metro, tram, and car. The classiﬁer is based on an ensemble of
T = 20 decision trees of depth two. Segment-based features corresponding
to frequency of acceleration and braking peaks were found to be the most
important features as they enable distinguishing between vehicles that move
alongside other traﬃc (i.e., car, bus and tram) from vehicles moving inde-
pendently of other traﬃc (i.e., train and metro). From peak-based features,
maximum intensity and duration of the acceleration and braking periods
were selected as eﬀective features in separating car from other motorized
modalities, as the quicker driving maneuvers make car distinguishable from
larger vehicles. Peak features corresponding to peak intensity and volume
of acceleration and braking periods, on the other hand, are eﬀective in sep-
arating a slowly moving tram from other motorized modalities. Among
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the frame-based features, variance, range, root mean square, entropy, peak
spectral coeﬃcient of both horizontal and vertical representations were se-
lected. Additionally, spectral coeﬃcients corresponding to 2, 3 and 5Hz
were selected from the vertical representation. These features help in quan-
tifying the overall motion intensity, as well as motion components within
key frequencies, and can help to distinguish vehicles operating on roads
from those operating on rails.
3.4.3 Performance evaluation
Within this section, we present selected evaluations of our accelerometer-
based transportation mode detection, demonstrating the eﬀectiveness of
the presented sensing pipeline and the proposed peak- and segment-based
features. As the basis of our evaluations, we compare our system with two
well-established baselines, i.e., an accelerometer-based system proposed by
Wang et al. [143], and a hybrid GPS-accelerometer system proposed by
Reddy et al. [116]. Further evaluations covering generalization, power-
consumption and robustness of the system, are described in Article I.
Datasets
Our full dataset consists of over 150 hours of transportation data collected
by 16 volunteers over a period of two years within four diﬀerent countries.
The dataset covers seven diﬀerent transportation modalities, i.e., station-
ary, walking, and ﬁve automotive modalities: bus, train, tram, metro and
car. Here, we focus on a subset of 67 hours collected in supervised settings
from two predeﬁned transportation scenarios:
• Scenario A: Collected during winter of 2011−2012 by nine volunteers,
with a total of approximately 44 hours of data.
• Scenario B: Collected during autumn of 2012 by seven volunteers,
with a total of approximately 23 hours of data.
The scenarios, illustrated in Figure 3.9a and Figure 3.9b, were designed
to include public transportation modalities available in downtown Helsinki,
Finland. Between each public transportation modality a short walk was
added to collect data also from pedestrian activity. The scenarios lasted
approximately from 90 to 120 minutes, varying based on traﬃc conditions
and public transit timetables. The ﬁrst scenario covers transportation dur-
ing winter 2011−2012, allowing collection of data in winter conditions. The
second scenario took place in the autumn of 2012 when roads were generally
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(a) Scenario A
(b) Scenario B
Figure 3.9: Overview of the scenarios which were used for data collection.
free of ice and snow. Volunteers participating in the two scenarios were se-
lected to minimize overlap between the two scenarios, resulting in 14 unique
participants over the two scenarios. To simultaneously cover multiple de-
vice placements, the scenario data was collected from three common mobile
device placements in an urban space [56]: trouser pockets, bag and jacket
pockets. To avoid disturbing the devices collecting sensor measurements,
ground truth labels were annotated on an additional mobile phone that was
not part of those collecting sensor data.
As the ﬁrst evaluation, we consider cross-user evaluation using com-
bined data d = [u1, u2, ...u14] from the two scenarios, where ui denotes
data corresponding to user i. Speciﬁcally, we iterate over data correspond-
ing to individual users u1...14, where for each user i, we train the classiﬁer
f∗i (x; θ) = yˆ with training data d
train
i = d − ui, i.e., withholding data
from user ui from the training data. The classiﬁers are then tested with
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Precision Recall
TMode Peaks Wang Reddy Peaks Wang Reddy
Stationary 96.1 (0.5) 57.3 (4.5) 81.6 (1.0) 70.0 (2.1) 59.5 (2.3) 70.6 (2.9)
Walk 93.1 (0.1) 87.2 (0.2) 97.7 (0.1) 95.9 (0.1) 89.1 (0.2) 95.9 (0.1)
Bus 78.2 (4.2) 71.1 (1.4) 67.3 (1.6) 78.0 (3.3) 70.4 (1.4) 86.2 (6.4)
Train 68.2 (5.0) 32.1 (0.8) 7.7 (4.4) 80.1 (4.0) 31.6 (0.7) 55.4 (11.9)
Metro 64.5 (5.9) 54.4 (0.6) 70.1 (8.8) 82.0 (2.6) 51.4 (0.9) 56.6 (3.5)
Tram 84.0 (2.1) 58.1 (0.8) 82.8 (7.5) 86.1 (2.1) 58.2 (0.8) 64.5 (7.0)
Mean 80.1 (2.9) 60.0 (1.4) 68.0 (3.9) 82.1 (2.4) 60.2 (1.1) 71.6 (5.3)
Table 3.3: Detection accuracy and variance for our system, and a compar-
ison against the baseline systems.
data from the left-out user ui, resulting in 14 subsets of results yˆi, where
i = 1...14. Table 3.3 summarizes results aggregated over all the users for
our method as well as for the considered baselines, detailing mean and vari-
ance of precision and recall for each transportation mode. Note that car
was not included in the scenarios as it was not practically feasible for us to
collect driving measurements from the two scenarios.
Cross-user evaluation
From the results, we can observe that the mean precision and recall of our
approach is over 80%, with relatively small variance across users. Compared
to the two considered baselines, i.e., the approaches of Reddy et al. [116]
and Wang et al. [143], our approach provides over 20% higher precision
and recall than the approach of Wang et al. and over 10% higher precision
and recall than the approach of Reddy et al. The most notable perfor-
mance diﬀerences can be observed for automotive and stationary periods,
demonstrating the eﬀectiveness of the peak- and segment-based features.
Cross-placement evaluation
One of the key challenges in motion sensing systems for activity recognition
is the impact of device placement on the physical motion measured by
the sensors. To investigate how placement of the device aﬀects detection
performance, we have conducted cross-placement evaluations. The cross-
placement evaluations are analogous to the cross-user evaluations, with the
diﬀerence that instead of dividing the data per user, we divide the data
per device placement, i.e., trouser pockets, bag and jacket pockets. The
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TMode Precision* Recall* Precision** Recall**
Stationary 95.1 (2.0) 72.4 (2.1) 61.9 (-34.2) 64.0 (-6.0)
Walk 92.7 (2.4) 92.4 (2.0) 93.0 (-0.1) 93.0 (-2.9)
Bus 84.8 (3.6) 79.6 (0.5) 71.6 (-6.6) 71.5 (-6.5)
Train 74.7 (4.0) 80.8 (1.9) 25.1 (-43.1) 54.9 (-25.2)
Metro 69.6 (3.8) 81.3 (1.7) 60.1 (-4.4) 56.0 (-26.0)
Tram 88.4 (2.5) 87.9 (1.6) 69.6 (-14.4) 66.7 (-19.4)
Mean 84.2 (3.0) 82.4 (1.6) 63.6 (-16.5) 67.7 (-14.3)
Table 3.4: Detection performance for (*) cross-placement evaluation, and
(**) cross-user evaluation without the peak features.
aggregated results over the three placements are shown in the ﬁrst two
columns of Table 3.4. In the results, we can observe that the detection
performance for most transportation modes is higher than in the cross-
user case, indicating that our approach is able to provide good detection
performance over the considered device placements. This result aligns with
the earlier observation that placement of the device during mechanized
transportation has a lower impact on the sensor measurements compared
to the eﬀects of placement variation during pedestrian activities.
Performance of peak and segment features
The main novelty in our accelerometer-based transportation mode detec-
tion system is the introduction of peak- and segment-based features. To
quantify the impact of these features, we have repeated the cross-user eval-
uations using only frame-based features without the peak- and segment-
based features. The results enlisted in the last two columns Table 3.4 show
a signiﬁcant decrease on detection performance, in particular for the auto-
motive modalities. These results, combined with the comparison with the
baselines, provide strong support that the proposed peak- and segment-
based features are able to accurately characterize mechanized movement
at a granularity that allows distinction of the transportation modalities
considered in our study. Finally, we note that the version of our approach
using solely frame based features can still attain performance slightly above
those obtained with the method proposed by Wang et al. [143], suggesting
that the combination of our gravity-estimation approach and frame-based
feature engineering are able to produce more expressive motion information
compared to the sensing pipeline proposed by Wang et al. [143].
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3.5 Summary of Contributions
In the ﬁrst part of this thesis we have contributed by proposing novel algo-
rithms for gravity component estimation. We have separately considered
gravity component estimation within systems relying solely on accelerome-
ters, and when gyroscope measurements are available. We have demon-
strated that our approaches are particularly eﬀective during periods of
sustained horizontal linear acceleration, enabling better capture of motion
information related to these events. To characterize events of sustained lin-
ear acceleration, which within our studies correspond to movement within
mechanized transportation, we have presented a set of peak- and segment-
based features. To showcase the potential of these features, we have pre-
sented an accelerometer-based transportation mode detection system able
to distinguish between ﬁne-grained automotive modalities. In addition to
the evaluations presented within this chapter, the related articles provide
a more in-depth description of their performance and generalization.
3.5.1 Additional Evaluations within Article I
In addition to the evaluations presented within this thesis, Article I contains
evaluations about:
• Energy-eﬃciency of the presented accelerometer-based transportation
mode detection system, based on empirical power-models constructed
using measurements from Monsoon Power Monitor [57]. The results
demonstrate 85mW energy consumption for our system, while the
baseline of Reddy et al. consumes 240mW and Wang et al. consumes
50mW. We additionally consider a component-wise breakdown of the
energy consumption of our approach, and compare it with the energy
consumption of typical smartphone applications.
• Generalization of our approach using a separate evaluation based on
65 hours of data collected from everyday settings within Finland, and
20 hours collected from abroad. The results of this evaluation demon-
strate unchanged, or even slightly improved, detection accuracy when
using data outside the dataset presented in Section 3.4.3.
• Detection robustness in terms of fragmentation and latency using
metrics proposed by Ward et al. [144]. The results of this evaluation
demonstrate that our approach shows signiﬁcantly lower fragmen-
tation compared to baselines, but higher latency compared to the
GPS-based baseline from Reddy et al.
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3.5.2 Additional Evaluations within Article II
In addition to the evaluations presented within this thesis, Article II con-
tains:
• Separate micro-benchmark evaluation of the three IAGE-modules re-
sponsible for gravity component estimation. The results of the micro-
benchmarks demonstrate that: (i) the Keypoint detection module is
triggered during 97% of stationary periods delimited during automo-
tive transportation. When triggered outside stationary periods, the
average stability scores indicate that IAGE is able to ﬁnd reliable
keypoints also outside stationary periods. (ii) Keypoint validation is
able to detect 95% of false keypoints, with most of the unﬁltered key-
points being the ﬁrst keypoint of a segment. (iii) Orientation change
detection is triggered 87.5% of times when a change of more than 5◦ is
imposed on the device.
• Evaluation of horizontal linear acceleration for estimating the overall
route distance, with a baseline obtained from route-based ground
truth information. The results align with the ﬁndings presented in
this thesis, demonstrating 10−21% mean error for our approach, and
35− 91% mean error for the considered baselines.
Chapter 4
Motion Sensing for Quantifying
Pedestrian Activities
Being able to accurately capture motion related to pedestrian activities is
an important enabler for a variety of applications across several research
ﬁelds. For instance, detailed motion information during pedestrian move-
ment has been leveraged within sport applications [5], medical and reha-
bilitation domain applications [89], and biometric authentication [59]. In
addition to identifying the exact type of pedestrian activity [71], accu-
rately capturing motion information during pedestrian movement can be
used to augment positioning techniques [49], to track users’ walking pace,
and to detect intermittent stationary periods delimited within pedestrian
segments.
In this chapter, we focus on motion sensing techniques related to quan-
tifying usage of public spaces through a novel technique, coined Crowd
Replication. As the main technical contribution, we describe how mobile
sensing can be leveraged to generate enriched trajectories about pedestrian
movement and activities within the target area. The enriched trajecto-
ries combine automatically inferred position and motion information with
manual user annotations, allowing ﬁne-grained quantiﬁcation of the target
area. The contributions presented in this chapter are based on Article IV
and Article V.
4.1 Quantifying usage of Public Spaces
Public spaces serve as an important catalyst in modern cities, promoting
economic and social well-being of its citizens. In addition to supporting
functional services, such as markets, shops, banks and posts, eﬃcient pub-
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lic spaces provide an important counterpart for private life [90]. A suc-
cessful public space functions as a place for relaxation and leisure, and
promotes social interaction between people through active and passive en-
gagement [20, 41]. Indeed, even as the role of traditional town squares and
piazzas has diminished in contemporary cities, there is a strong consensus
among urban researchers that well-designed public spaces remain an impor-
tant factor for social and psychological health of communities [41, 90, 91].
A successful public space is seen as one promoting a mixture of diﬀerent
types of activities, where the activity types can be categorized as necessary,
optional, and social activities [41]. Necessary activities, such as crossing the
area to reach a destination, are mostly uncorrelated with the quality of a
public space. Optional activities, such as taking a walk for some fresh air or
to enjoy the lively atmosphere of an area, depend on the respective qualities
of the space. Social activities such as meetings between people, talking or
socializing with other people in passing, or children playing together can be
seen as resultant of the other two types, i.e., the amount of social activities
positively correlates with the quantity of necessary and optional activities
present in the area [41]. Consequently, public spaces can be quantiﬁed and
assessed by measuring the presence of the three activity types within the
area. However, collecting representative data about people using the area is
a challenging task. The currently available techniques are often too costly,
labor-intensive, provide insuﬃciently detailed information about usage of
space, or are not feasible due to privacy intrusion or due to diﬃculties in
obtaining necessary permissions for data collection.
4.1.1 Visual Tracking
Due to the restrictions and limitations related to automatic data collec-
tion systems, direct observation remains one of the dominant approaches
for quantifying public spaces [53, 91, 102]. For instance, Mehta [90] uses
direct observation and manual annotations to record activities within three
commercial streets in Boston, USA. The authors subdivided the target area
into 78 block segments, each of which is approximately 15 − 18 meters in
length. Based on a pilot study, the authors note that tracking user move-
ment trajectories requires the full attention of the observers, and thus com-
promises observing and collecting other information types. Consequently,
tracking movement was omitted from the actual study, and only stationary
and lingering activities were recorded. The authors additionally state that
the approach used can quickly cause observer fatigue, in particular within
crowded areas, requiring frequent (i.e., every 15 minutes) resting periods
to avoid inaccurate or missed measurements. Other studies within urban
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planning and architecture have focused on recording movement patterns of
people using direct observation and surveys [53, 102]. In a study comparing
diﬀerent approaches for direct observation, Hill [53] notes that accurately
tracking user movement trajectories in practice requires following the per-
son. However, if the person becomes aware of the process, the author notes
that the user’s natural behavior can be aﬀected by so-called observer bias,
where the user’s normal behavior is altered due to the feeling of being
watched.
An alternative approach for tracking pedestrian movement and activi-
ties is to use video cameras for automated visual tracking. The recorded
video can then be analyzed using either (1) a manual process, where re-
searcher/s annotate activities based on the video recording, or (2) an au-
tomated process through the use of computer vision algorithms [109, 141].
The main limitation of the former approach is that manual decoding of a
video stream can be an extremely laborious. For instance, in our studies
manually decoding a 30-minute video recording required over 50 hours of
work, while only producing an aggregated level of information of people’s
activities [51]. The latter option, i.e., using a computer vision algorithm
imposes several requirements for the video recording regarding video res-
olution, lighting conditions, ﬁeld of vision and both static and dynamic
occlusion [19, 55]. Additional considerations for video-based surveillance
include privacy concerns and acquisition of the required permits to set
up the video cameras. A more privacy-sensitive solution for automated
pedestrian tracking based on laser range scanners was proposed by Shao
et al. [122]. However, this solution does not scale to larger spaces. For
instance, Shao et al. required eight scanners to measure a 60 × 15 meter
area.
4.1.2 Pervasive Sensing
In indoor environments, pedestrians can be tracked using high precision
indoor localization or infrastructure-based tracking. As an example, Lar-
son [73] used RF-ID measurements to track movements of people within a
retail environment. Related commercial tracking solutions such as Quuppa
HAIP [112] and Ubisense [134] can provide high resolution indoor tracking.
The main constraints with these approaches are the requirement that users
carry speciﬁc hardware, or have their mobile devices conﬁgured so that the
required sensors, i.e., Bluetooth or WiFi, are continuously on. Due to their
commercial nature, these approaches have a high deployment cost, which
can be prohibitive to small research groups. Instead of tracking the posi-
tion of individual people, Bluetooth and WiFi can be leveraged for crowd
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sensing, i.e., to estimate overall population density [147, 120]. However,
these solutions only provide an estimate of the overall number of people
using the space and cannot be used to characterize the spatiotemporal dis-
tribution of activities, movements, and other behaviors of the people using
the space. Additionally, and similarly to positioning users, the requirement
of having these sensors continuously switched on and discoverable on the
mobile devices can induce uncontrollable and hard-to-estimate biases in the
data sample.
Mobile device-based voluntary location tracking using positioning, e.g.,
GPS, GSM or CDR, can be used to track pedestrian (as well as mechanized)
movement over a large area [71, 115]. Such data can be used to analyze
macroscopic patterns of cities to estimate aggregated mobility modes, or
regional events [18]. However, within public spaces, the granularity at
which they can track activities is very coarse and does not adequately
address the concerns of designers and planners of human-scale spaces, who
require understanding the distribution of necessary, optional and social
activities [41].
4.1.3 Motion Sensing for Pedestrian Tracking
Motion sensing can be leveraged to track detailed information about pedes-
trian activities. Contrary to sensors used in positioning, motion sensors can
accurately capture speciﬁc pedestrian activities, e.g., whether the user is
walking, running or brieﬂy stationary [83]. Motion sensors can also capture
other details of the walking activity, such as exact walking pace [51], and
changes in movement trajectory [113]. Such information has been shown
to be indicative of user attention [2], which can be used to assess attraction
of public space features such as info screens or stands.
In addition to tracking details of pedestrian activities, physical mo-
tion sensing can assist in tracking user’s location through Pedestrian Dead
Reckoning (PDR). PDR systems track relative location of the user, i.e., the
change in position over time. Instead of estimating velocity directly using
integration of linear acceleration, a common heuristic in PDR systems is to
employ step detection, and to calculate displacement by multiplying each
step with an estimate of step length. Such systems leveraging step detec-
tion to estimate movement on a horizontal plane have been coined Step and
Heading Systems (SHS) [49]. As the name implies, the two main tasks of
an SHS are detection of steps, and heading estimation. Besides these tasks,
the distance covered by each step has to be estimated to track changes in
velocity and location of the user.
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Step Detection
Step detection is one of the classical motion sensing problems with a wealth
of studies and techniques available [15, 49]. Traditional approaches for step
detection rely on monitoring a suitable motion representation, such as ver-
tical acceleration or the L2-norm, and apply a threshold-based heuristic
to identify steps [47]. A closely related technique is to apply peak detec-
tion [78] with a possible addition of a predeﬁned threshold for minimum
peak value to identify steps. These approaches are particularly eﬀective
when the placement of the sensing device is predeﬁned, and placed in such
a body position (e.g., at the foot) that is able to accurately measure ac-
celeration caused by steps. These approaches, however, are sensitive to
selection of the minimum peak value or threshold value since motion inten-
sity can vary, e.g., depending on the user’s walking style and surface [40].
When operating under unconstrained device use, the challenges related to
selection of threshold values are greatly increased due to problems related
to varying placement and sensing hardware, as described in Chapter 2.
Another popular approach is to leverage the cyclical pattern associated
with human walking [113], which can be used to both identify walking ac-
tivity, and to detect individual steps. Depending on device placement, the
detected cyclical pattern can relate to either individual steps, or to a stride
corresponding to two steps. The cyclical pattern is typically discovered
using auto-correlation [113], or by inspecting key frequency components
of the signal spectra [8]. These approaches, however, also require setting
threshold values for correlation coeﬃcients or signal amplitudes, and thus
are also sensitive to selection of threshold values, sensor placement and
changes in it. Additionally, due to relying on consecutive signal patterns
with similar characteristics, these approaches are ill suited for step detec-
tion in situations where the walking pace is highly varied, or when there are
frequent stops delimited within the walk. As a more rarely used technique,
steps can also be detected using template matching [155]. Template match-
ing relies on detecting steps by matching motion information signal with
a predeﬁned template, typically using either cross-correlation or Dynamic
Time Warping (DTW).
To summarize, the main challenges in step detection on mobile de-
vices relate to (i) unconstrained device placement, (ii) producing false pos-
itives during non-walk activities, and (iii) step counting during asymmet-
rical walking, including single steps, shuﬄing and side-steps. Additionally,
there is a need for standard evaluation datasets and metrics, as the reported
systems tend to overestimate their performance, usually due to using in-
suﬃciently varied evaluation setups [49].
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Step Length Estimation
PDR systems generally compute travelled distance by multiplying the de-
tected steps with an estimate of the step length. A simple approach pro-
viding a decent distance estimate is to assume a constant step length. A
more accurate estimation of the user’s step length can be calculated as a
function of his/her weight and height. Alternatively, personal step length
can be learned during a calibration phase. For instance, the AutoGait [21]
system opportunistically learns a linear function between step length and
step frequency. To learn the function, the system leverages GPS-augmented
data collected outdoors when the user walks in a relatively unconstrained
path. Similar approaches learning the relationship between step length and
frequency in indoor environments have been proposed by Li et al. [78] and
Wang et al. [138]. In both systems, information about a set of predeﬁned
reference points and their distances is used to adjust step length estimates.
Heading Estimation
User heading is typically inferred using a combination of inertial sensors and
magnetometer. As discussed in Section 2.4.2, inertial sensors can be used
to transform measurements from the device’s local coordinates to global
coordinates respective to inclination Θ. Magnetometer can then be used to
derive a compass heading for the device with respect to Earth’s magnetic
ﬁeld, allowing fully transforming sensor measurements onto EIC frame. In
practice, however, there are several technical problems related to accurate
estimation of device orientation respective to Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld, and
the actual movement direction of the user.
The ﬁrst technical challenge relates to the reference frame transforma-
tion respective to device inclination. During pedestrian activities with no
signiﬁcant sustained linear acceleration, standard techniques combining ac-
celerometer and gyroscope are typically able to provide a good estimation
of the device inclination. The process, however, is not perfect and any er-
rors in inclination transformation directly propagate on the estimation of
horizontal magnetic ﬁeld.
Within estimating the direction of the magnetic north, a more prob-
lematic source of errors are produced by electromagnetic disturbances (e.g.,
hard and soft-iron errors) caused by ferromagnetic metal frames and con-
ducting wires ubiquitously present within modern indoor environments.
These dynamic and local disturbances have been shown to produce 15 to
100-degree errors in heading estimation [1]. These errors can, to an extent,
be mitigated using a fusion between gyroscope and magnetometer, where
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gyroscope is used to detect and ﬁlter out large magnetometer errors [63], or
correlations between gyroscope and magnetometer are used to determine
periods where the magnetometer measurements are suﬃciently reliable for
heading estimation [138].
Finally, on mobile devices, heading direction of the user is rarely aligned
with the compass reading of the device. Consequently, changes in heading
direction can initially only be interpreted in relative terms and, to resolve
the absolute heading direction, an additional step to estimate the oﬀset be-
tween device compass reading and the user’s heading direction is required.
A common heuristic is to estimate direction of motion from accelerom-
eter measurements using PCA either directly on accelerometer measure-
ments [67], or on horizontal linear acceleration [126]. Alternatively, place-
ment of the phone can be automatically detected using, e.g., audio-cues
from a microphone [93], or statistical features from an accelerometer [66].
Placement-dependent models can then be used to estimate the oﬀset be-
tween user heading and the compass reading of the device.
4.2 Crowd Replication
Key challenges in data collection methods for quantifying usage of pub-
lic spaces are to collect data from a representative sample of people using
the public space, and to collect data at high precision and resolution. To
ensure feasibility of the approach, the data collection method should con-
sider cost and eﬀort of the data collection, address privacy concerns, and
be considerate of the required permissions to perform the study.
To address limitations of existing methods for quantifying usage of
public spaces, we have developed a sensor-assisted data collection method
coined the Crowd Replication. Crowd replication has been designed as an
eﬃcient, low-cost approach that can be adopted by small research groups
for collecting a representative data set from a target area. The underlying
idea in crowd replication is to instrument researchers with sensing and an-
notation tools while they investigate a target area. Speciﬁcally, in crowd
replication, the researchers are tasked with replicating trajectories and ac-
tivities of people using the space. The mobile devices carried by researchers
then capture a sensor trace of the replicated trajectories, closely mimick-
ing a trace that the target person would have produced if (s)he had been
wearing the sensing device(s). Simultaneously to replicating the target’s
trajectory, the researcher employs a second device to collect annotations
about visual observations. To mitigate observer fatigue associated with
visual observation, the second device contains a helper application allow-
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ing quick insertion of key user demographics, selected activities, and other
relevant context to the sensor trace. The annotations are automatically
associated with sensor information about location and motion information,
thus allowing easy analysis.
The main advantage of crowd replication is the ability to combine bene-
ﬁts from automatic sensing systems to those associated with direct observa-
tion. This combination helps crowd replication to capture and distinguish
between the three activity categories needed to characterize and assess pub-
lic spaces, i.e., necessary, optional and social activities [41]. Instrumenting
the researcher with sensing devices, compared to deploying the sensing ap-
plication for the general population using the area, results in important
beneﬁts related to the accuracy of the sensing. These beneﬁts include
ability to (i) select a sampling design that provides an unbiased sample
of activities in the area, and (ii) optimize sensor selection and placement
to mitigate the key challenges in activity recognition and PDR systems.
For a more detailed comparison of crowd replication and its key beneﬁts
compared to other methods, see the attached Article V.
4.3 Pedestrian Tracking using Motion Models
Our approach for pedestrian tracking is based on recording enriched tra-
jectories about people traversing through the target area. Enriched trajec-
tories combine details about spatiotemporal movement with motion infor-
mation detailing pace, intensity and physical activities. The quality of the
enriched trajectories directly depend on the context inference solution used
to process the location and motion sensor measurements. In crowd replica-
tion, we utilize a novel high-accuracy sensing solution for oﬄine motion and
location inference. The main advantage of our approach is that it is able
to utilize the entire history of collected data for each researcher to learn a
personalized model of his/her movement characteristics. Compared to the
prevalent research paradigms for motion sensing, our approach inverts the
focus of the sensing system, i.e., instead of seeking generalization over an
unconstrained and heterogeneous sensing device, we optimize the sensing
accuracy when variables such as device placement, model and user speciﬁcs
can be ﬁxed. In practice, the tailored data inference approach is able to
maintain higher accuracy compared to oﬀ-the-shelf tracking techniques, es-
pecially during varying walking paces.
An overview of our sensing solution is shown in Figure 4.1. The motion
sensing pipeline used in our approach includes a preprocessing stage and
transformation of measurements into a suitable motion representation. As
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Figure 4.1: Overview of mobile sensing approach.
preprocessing technique, we resample the data to uniform 50Hz frequency
and employ a low-pass ﬁlter to reduce jitter and noise in the measurements.
We then buﬀer the measurements into 1-second frames, with k − 1 sample
overlap, where k is the number of samples in a data frame. As the main
motion representations, we use the L2-norm of accelerometer measurements
to monitor intensity of the motion, and projection along the ﬁrst principal
component of gyroscope measurements to capture the cyclical pattern of
the motion.
Identifying activity periods We identify frames with active movement
using a threshold on the standard deviation of the overall acceleration [9].
We consider a frame as active whenever the standard deviation exceeds
a threshold σactive = 0.30. This corresponds to a lenient threshold that
labels frames with any notable motion as active. We segment the data into
active and inactive periods by combining successive frames exceeding the
activity threshold σactive. To improve segmentation precision, we identify
the exact start and end time of each segments by analyzing the ﬁrst and
last frames, and consider the ﬁrst sample to violate the threshold σactive as
the boundary point of the corresponding segment.
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Identifying cyclical movement From the identiﬁed activity periods,
we next ﬁnd parameters ft and fo for frame length and frame overlap re-
spectively, which optimize the capture cyclical movement in terms of auto-
correlation score. For this task, we consider only the motion representation
from gyroscope, as we found gyroscope to more robustly capture the cycli-
cal pattern associated with walking. Projecting gyroscope measurements
along the ﬁrst principal component is particularly eﬃcient in our case since
we can restrict the placement and orientation of the device due to the in-
strumented researcher design. We mine the signal for cyclical patterns by
adaptively dividing the data into frames using a grid-search that identiﬁes
the optimal frame length and overlap parameters to capture the repetitive
cycle. Speciﬁcally, we vary frame length ft between 1 − 5 seconds, and
frame overlap fo between 1 – (k-1) samples to ﬁnd measurements frames
that are optimal in terms of their autocorrelation score. The advantage of
our approach is that it can guarantee an optimal framing for the underly-
ing pattern, whereas ﬁxed frame parameters used by most step detection
approaches [15] would make the detection susceptible to parameter values
that are incompatible with the user’s actual walking pattern. Fixed frame
parameters would also struggle with identifying walking patterns when the
underlying walking pace varies.
Step candidates From the generated data frames, we identify autocor-
relation peaks ρp that exceed a minimum threshold ρmin = 0.30 as initial
candidate step frequencies. Frames where the minimum threshold is ex-
ceeded are split into sub-frames, referred to as step frames, corresponding
to measurements for candidate steps. Autocorrelation lag only provides an
estimate of the pace over the entire frame, whereas the duration of each
individual step within the frame can vary. To address this variation, we
ﬁnd exact step frame boundaries using minima in overall acceleration as
cut-oﬀ points. Speciﬁcally, we deﬁne step frame boundaries by ﬁnding local
minima from the overall acceleration. To avoid situations where the step
duration varies signiﬁcantly from one step to another, and to account for
normal variation in human walking pace, we require these minima to be
within 20% of the point corresponding to the initial candidate step fre-
quency. For every detected candidate step, we then store step features,
i.e., the duration of the step, value of the autocorrelation, minimum, max-
imum and standard deviation. Regarding the selection of threshold values,
we note that the proposed approach to instrument researchers with sens-
ing devices(s) allows controlling many of the most challenging variables
in motion sensing systems, e.g., device model, device placement and user
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characteristics. This is a key beneﬁt allowing robust selection of threshold
values when compared to systems that are designed to work in the wild
and have to generalize over such variables.
Clustering step candidates To reduce the computational complexity
of the successive processing stages where the step frames are used to learn
regression models, we reduce the number of samples through clustering.
We cluster candidate step frames based on similarity in pace f , motion
intensity m and autocorrelation ρ. This is particularly eﬀective during
continuous unobstructed walk, which typically exhibits a stable pace and
overall motion, producing multiple steps with high similarity. The clus-
ters are formed by processing through the frames in order of descending
autocorrelation score. Each sample is tested against existing clusters and
added to the model it best ﬁts. If no model provides a good ﬁt (currently
we use d ≥ 0.05 as threshold) for the sample, we initiate a new cluster
with the sample. Formally, the distance between sample A and cluster C
is calculated as:
d = abs(fA − fC)/fC + abs(ρA − ρC)/ρC + abs(mA −mC)/mC (4.1)
Step models Using the clustered step features, we learn a (regression)
step model between pace and motion intensity, i.e., between duration of
candidate steps and standard deviation of overall acceleration during the
candidate step. From the collected data, we observe that the relation be-
tween walking pace and motion intensity is roughly linear for normal walk-
ing pace, and in case of very slow or fast walking, the relation roughly fol-
lows an exponential decay function curve. Typically there are one to three
such relationally dependent subsets within the data, each corresponding to
a pattern generated by a step multiple. In practice, depending on walking
pace and device placement, the strongest pattern is produced by either a
repetition of a single step or repetition of two steps, often referred to as a
stride. The pattern for a single step is typically stronger when the device
is symmetrically aﬀected by steps taken by both legs, e.g., while held in
hand. Stride, on the other hand, produces stronger pattern when the device
is asymmetrically aﬀected by steps, e.g., when the device is placed within
the user’s trouser pocket.
Based on these observation, we learn models for the ﬁrst two orders as
we found these to be the most relevant, while the third and consecutive
orders are redundant to the ﬁrst two. This process follows a two-stage
approach. First, we initialize two models with seed samples corresponding
to the clusters formed around the frame with the strongest autocorrelation.
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Figure 4.2: Regression models discovered from the data between walking
pace and standard deviation of accelerometer L2-norm. In the model N1 =
100700, RMSE1 = 0.22, R−Squared1 = 0.8750, and N2=203910, RMSE2
= 0.31, R− Squared2 = 0.6536
We then ﬁnd feasible candidate clusters that exhibit a downward sloping
linear relation between walking pace and motion intensity. As there is
natural variability in both step length and the motion intensity values,
we allow a degree of slack (currently 5% of the model’s initial sample) to
fulﬁll the requirement for negative linear relation. We note that at this
stage clusters can be valid for more than one model. We then follow an
iterative process to ﬁnd a set of clusters which produce the most cohesive
regression models. During each iteration we relearn a regression model,
and in case the ﬁt is below minimum requirement, remove the cluster with
the highest residual from the model. To account for the varying number
of samples forming the clusters, we use the cluster size as a weight when
learning the model. The process is continued until a suﬃciently good ﬁt of
the data is obtained, or the number of remaining data points falls below a
threshold. If some clusters remain in both models after the ﬁltering process,
we assign each of these conﬂicting clusters to the model where it produces
the smaller residual. The ﬁnal step models learned from data are illustrated
in Figure 4.2.
Once the step models have been learned, candidate steps are validated
against the model to identify those that exhibit a good ﬁt. We note that
there is also an inherited autocorrelation threshold ρ > .30 as the candidates
are generated only for frames above the threshold. The ﬁnal outcome in
terms of pace aligned over raw motion intensity data is shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of detected walking pace (in seconds, scaled by 10)
aligned with raw data about overall acceleration.
4.3.1 Integration with Location Sensing
We recreate movement trajectories of the replicated subjects by combin-
ing location information obtained from a suitable positioning technology,
and relative change in location obtained using pedestrian dead reckoning
(PDR). In our experiments, we focus on an outdoor space, and hence we
rely on GPS as our underlying positioning system. For experiments focus-
ing on indoor spaces, leveraging an existing indoor positioning technique
could reasonably replace GPS; see Article V for discussion. We sample GPS
at 1Hz, which ensures high tracking accuracy. Note that, while GPS suf-
fers from heavy battery drain, the sensing application can run continuously
for several hours on a contemporary smartphone, which is suﬃcient for
typical data collection in crowd replication. For extended data collection
tasks, replacement phones might need to be considered to avoid draining
the phone’s battery. Our PDR approach is based on detecting steps and
pace using the pedestrian modeling module as described in the previous
Section 4.3, and a heading estimation from sensor fusion-based orientation
ﬁltering method proposed by Madgwick [84]. As an additional source of
location information, in our use-case we leverage a sampling design (i.e.,
method to select participants for the study) that takes advantage of the
natural entry points leading in and out of the target area. Each replication
is thus started from one of these entry points, providing an accurate start-
ing location that can be used to initialize the spatiotemporal movement
trajectory.
We fuse the diﬀerent information sources to produce ﬁnal spatiotem-
poral movement trajectories following established best practices for hybrid
GPS and PDR location tracking. Speciﬁcally, GPS measurements are used
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to manage accumulation of error from PDR, whereas PDR is used to im-
prove location accuracy between the GPS measurements, in particular when
GPS reception is poor. We balance between GPS measurements and PDR
estimates by weighting GPS location estimates with the horizontal accu-
racy reported by GPS. Speciﬁcally, we allocate the location measurement a
weight α = [0.0, 0.5] using a decay function f(x) so that f(x ≥ 15.0m) = 0.0
and f(x ≤ 5.0m) = 0.5. Exponential decay is used to determine the appro-
priate weight for the intermediate values between x = [5, 15] meters.
4.3.2 Accuracy of Pedestrian Modeling
We next assess the accuracy of our solution for pedestrian modeling and
demonstrate that it outperforms current state-of-art techniques. We carry
out the evaluation using a benchmark dataset collected by Brajdic and
Harle [15]. The dataset contains accelerometer measurements from walking
behavior which have been collected from 117 trials with 21 users. Ground
truth is provided for 102 of these traces. The dataset covers 7 typical de-
vice placements and each trial features a period of fast, normal and slow
walking. As the data only contains accelerometer measurements, we mod-
ify our pedestrian modeling by substituting gyroscope with accelerometer
measurements smoothed with a centered moving average ﬁlter with a 10ms
window length. For other parts our pedestrian modeling remains unchanged
and follows the steps described in Section 4.3. We separately consider step
recognition accuracy with and without walk detection. In the former case
we consider traces that have been labeled as walking, and in the latter case
we consider the full benchmark dataset. To provide a baseline for evalu-
ation, we implemented the best performing techniques from the paper of
Brajdic and Harle [15]. For step counting we implemented a windowed
step detection algorithm, and for walk detection we used a threshold on
overall acceleration (L2-norm). The best performance for the windowed
step detection was obtained with parameter values MovAvrwin = 0.28s and
PeakWinwin = 0.4s.
Results for the walk segments are shown in Figure 4.4. The median
error rate of our technique is 1.7% across all walking periods, with the
highest errors resulting when the phone is placed on the upper body or in
a backpack. When the device is held in hand or placed in a trouser pocket,
which are the most typical placements in crowd replication, the errors are
consistently below 1%. In contrast, the median error of the baseline is
2.3%. The baseline performs slightly better for handbag and backpack
placements where the signals are generally symmetric, but has a high error
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Figure 4.4: Boxplots for accuracy of step evaluation in the ﬁrst case, where
we only evaluate over known walking periods. The left-hand ﬁgure provides
results per device placement with our approach, and the right-hand ﬁgure
provides results for the baseline with windowed peak detection.
rate for trouser pocket where the signal is likely to be asymmetric. As shown
by Muaaz and Mayrhofer [97], mimicked walking behavior often contains
asymmetry, implying that our technique is likely to perform even better for
replicated data than the baseline. Current state-of-the-art step recognition
approaches remain highly eﬀective for online detection. However, in crowd
replication all measurements can be analyzed oﬄine, which enables our
approach to improve on step recognition performance.
The results across all segments, i.e., when step recognition needs to be
combined with walking detection, are shown in Figure 4.5. The error rate
of our technique remains low, with handbag placement being the sole ex-
ception. The baseline performance, however, is signiﬁcantly impacted by a
high number of false positives, achieving only 21.5% accuracy, which would
aﬀect the total step count. Our approach is only slightly impacted by ad-
ditional data, obtaining a median overall accuracy of 4.1%, demonstrating
the beneﬁts and need for our pedestrian modeling approach. Indeed, the
error rate of the state-of-the-art algorithms would signiﬁcantly overestimate
the amount of walking, and thus result in inaccurate indicators and activity
estimates.
4.4 Summary of Contributions
In the second part of the thesis, we have contributed by presenting the
concept of instrumenting researchers with sensing devices, and thus invert-
ing the generalization problem by focusing on optimizing sensing accuracy
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Figure 4.5: Box plots for accuracy of step evaluation in the second case,
where we evaluate the entire trace and rely on walking detection to identify
walking periods. The left-hand ﬁgure provides results per device placement
with our approach, and right-hand ﬁgure provides results for the baseline
with windowed peak detection.
when a predetermined conﬁguration of sensing devices can be ﬁxed. As the
main technical contribution, we have presented construction of pedestrian
models, which are able to learn a personalized model for a given user-
placement combination and thus increase accuracy of step and pace detec-
tion when compared to state-of-art approaches. Based on these concepts,
we have presented crowd replication as a novel, sensor-assisted approach
for collecting enriched trajectories about users’ movement and activities
within a target space.
In addition to the evaluations presented in this thesis, the related Article
IV and Article V present a use-case of crowd replication in assessing the
quality of a typical metropolitan public space. The main ﬁndings from this
study are summarized as:
• We evaluate the validity of crowd replication as a data collection
mechanism by demonstrating that the data collected with crowd repli-
cation converges to the characteristics of the target population. The
results of this evaluation demonstrate that after approximately 50−
250 user replications demographics such as gender, age and group
size converge. The movement trajectories converge in approximately
300 replications, indicating a point where the majority of movement
trajectories and their variants have been observed.
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• We evaluate the accuracy of the spatiotemporal trajectories by com-
paring aggregated dwell time between crowd replication and ground
truth obtained from a video recording. Aggregated dwell time refers
to the sum of all people passing through the area, split into 15x15m
cells. As the result of this evaluation, we ﬁnd correlation 0.93 between
crowd replication and the baseline, which is further increased to 0.98
when smoothed over neighboring cells.
• We critically compare data collection eﬀort of crowd replication and
other data collection mechanisms, demonstrating that crowd repli-
cation is able to combine beneﬁts from more resource and labor in-
tensive methods, while requiring only commodity devices and a few
active volunteers.
• We demonstrate that crowd replication is able to capture ﬁne-grained
quantiﬁcation of activities, liveliness [90], and movement within the
space by presenting results derived from the example use-case.
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Chapter 5
Applications for Motion Sensing
In this chapter we outline two exemplary applications of motion sensing
within mobile applications. The ﬁrst application, Matkahupi, described in
Article III, is a persuasive mobility application promoting sustainable trans-
portation behavior through the use of transportation mode detection. The
second application, CeeSR described in Article VI, is a collaborative speech
monitoring application that leverages motion sensing to detect changes in
physical conﬁguration of the collaborating devices.
5.1 Matkahupi: Persuasive Mobile Application for
Sustainable Mobility
As an example of the real-world applications of a transportation mode
detection system, we have integrated a variation of the accelerometer-
based transportation mode detection system in a persuasive transporta-
tion application called Matkahupi [60]. The underlying concept of the
Matkahupi application is similar to the one proposed by Froehlich et al. in
UbiGreen [38], i.e., to automatically track users’ transportation behavior
to estimate transportation-related CO2-emissions, and use persuasive ele-
ments to promote more sustainable transportation behavior.
Within Matkahupi, depicted in Figure 5.1, we have integrated ﬁve core
functionalities: (i) a journey planner considering the public transportation
available in the target area, (ii) an automatic transportation mode detec-
tion module, (iii) a travel diary with a log of past journeys, (iv) tracking
and visualizing CO2-emissions related to transportation, and (v) a persua-
sive component based on actionable challenges personalized for the user
and the detected transportation behavior. Speciﬁcally, after each detected
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Figure 5.1: Screen capture of the two main Activity screens of MatkaHupi.
On the left screen, the user is shown his/her weekly CO2-emissions and its
distribution by transportation mode (top and middle), the current active
challenges (bottom) and the current transportation mode (top right). On
the right screen the user is shown a summary of the ongoing challenges (top
and middle), total number of points attained (bottom right), and badges
earned (bottom left).
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trip, the application explores alternative transportation methods to check
if the same trip could have been made faster and/or with less emissions.
The alternative travel plan options are personalized to consider users’ trans-
portation preferences and limitations. When feasible options are found, the
application prompts a trip challenge to the user to complete the same trip
using the alternative travel plan. In addition to trip challenges based on de-
tected transportation, the application provides general challenges prompt-
ing the user to, e.g., walk or cycle progressively longer journeys, or try
out a new transportation modality such as tram or metro. Finally, the
application contains progressive weekly challenges prompting a reduction
of transportation-related weekly emissions by 10%. After completing a
challenge, the application grants the user a speciﬁc amount of points or a
badge, providing both an incentive to complete the proposed challenges,
and a positive feedback once a challenge is completed [26].
The transportation mode detection module operating at the core of
Matkahupi is responsible for automatic identiﬁcation between nine modali-
ties: stationary, walking, running, cycling, bus, train, tram, metro, and car.
The transportation mode detection system in Matkahupi augments motion
information with location measurements obtained from GPS and WiFi sen-
sors. The decision to leverage location information in the transportation
mode detection system was largely due to the application already track-
ing user locations for other functionalities, rendering the additional cost
of location sensing minimal. Additionally, the transportation mode detec-
tion system was later required to identify the exact public transit lines and
operators, requiring mapping user location with an external GIS database
detailing the underlying transportation network.
No formal evaluation on the performance of the transportation mode
detection module was performed. Instead, based on a pilot study involv-
ing 12 users over approximately 4 weeks, with weekly questionnaires and
an interview conducted at the end of the study, the transportation mode
detection was seen as performing overall well. Additionally, the challenges
based on automatic transportation mode detection received positive feed-
back, with 70% of the participants considered the application useful for
monitoring transportation-related emissions, 70% stating that the applica-
tion had motivated them to walk more during the experiment, and 40% of
the participants considering changing their travel behavior. However, the
received feedback also pointed out that the battery-consumption and heat-
ing of the phone were seen as signiﬁcant limitations to continued use of the
application. While data communication was responsible for a large part of
the overall energy-consumption, the continuous GPS location tracking was
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deemed as the second component causing unfeasible high energy consump-
tion. The pilot study thus provided tangible evidence on the potential of
automated transportation mode detection within the scope of persuasive
mobility applications, while also providing evidence on the importance of
energy-eﬃciency within such applications.
5.2 CeeSR: Collaborative and Energy-eﬃcient
Speech Monitoring on Smart Devices
Besides specialized motion sensing domains, the ability to detect and quan-
tify movement can act as an important support functionality within sys-
tems that are sensitive to physical movement. As an example application,
we have implemented a motion detection module within a system called
CeeSR, a collaborative and energy-eﬃcient speech monitoring system.
CeeSR enables capturing high-quality speech in everyday settings, sup-
porting innovative applications such as collaborative work applications [133]
and life-logging applications [75]. Contrary to existing solutions which re-
quire either instrumenting either the user [151] or the environment [107]
with speciﬁc hardware, CeeSR opportunistically leverages commodity de-
vices such as smartphones, smart watches, or other programmable devices
equipped with microphones present in a given situation. The main bene-
ﬁts provided by CeeSR are (i) reduced overall energy-cost associated with
producing the audio recording, as the burden for recording is distributed
between participating devices, and (ii) increased audio quality through uni-
ﬁcation of the individual audio streams into a composite stream, as the
individual audio streams can complement each other. The collaborative
sensing process consists of three main submodules, illustrated in Figure 5.2.
In the following sections, we describe the aim and overall operating logic
of each submodule, after which we describe the motion detection module
within CeeSR. For a more thorough description of each module, we refer
to Article VI.
Intelligent Audio Source Selection Devices co-located within close
proximity of each other are likely to capture similar audio streams. While
these audio streams can potentially complement each-other, there simul-
taneously is signiﬁcant redundancy in the captured audio. Consequently,
the overall energy cost associated with producing the audio record can be
signiﬁcantly reduced by switching oﬀ a subset of the present devices. To
determine the optimal set of devices for the recording, CeeSR incorporates
5.2 CeeSR: Collaborative and Energy-eﬃcient
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Figure 5.2: Overview of the CeeSR sensing process given the scenario de-
picted on the left. As the ﬁrst step, signiﬁcant audio events are detected
and relayed to the device acting as the group master, here D3 in the left-
hand picture and the top graph on the right-hand picture. Next, during
intelligent audio source selection, the subset of devices providing optimal
balance between energy-eﬃciency and quality of the recording is resolved,
corresponding here in the left-hand picture to devices D1, D2, D6 and in
the right-hand picture to the middle graph. Finally, selected audio sources
are fused into a composite audio stream, here depicted in the bottom graph
of the right-hand picture. c© IEEE 2016.
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an intelligent collaborator selection algorithm, which is based on comparing
the total dissimilarity of audio (i.e., potential added information) captured
on a device with the cost of audio sampling, and by identifying a subset
that together maximizes overall internal dissimilarity while minimizing cost
of sampling.
Signiﬁcant Audio Event Detection Depending on the placement rel-
ative to the active speaker, microphone occlusion and noise, devices par-
ticipating in the speech monitoring commonly capture only fractions of the
actual audio. The periods when there is no signiﬁcant audio present thus
provide opportunities to reduce the overall energy cost associated with the
speech monitoring. CeeSR leverages this notion by incorporating a light-
weight signiﬁcant audio activity detection algorithm that is able to adapt to
the prevalent audio environment and operate without a training phase. The
algorithm is based on comparing an autocorrelation-derived measure with
an adaptive background noise threshold to determine whether the frame
contains signiﬁcant audio activity, and only shares frames with signiﬁcant
audio with the master device.
Audio Alignment and Composition In the ﬁnal stage, the individual
audio streams are uniﬁed into a single composite stream. To align the
signals, we ﬁnd and utilize the time lag that maximizes correlation between
two signals. The volume of diﬀerent signals are normalized by weighting
each signal with a coeﬃcient corresponding to a dynamic gain multiplier,
calculated as the combined Root Mean Square of the individual signals
forming the composition.
Motion Detection The selected subset of devices only remains valid as
long as the physical conﬁguration of the device remains relatively stable.
Consequently, CeeSR leverages motion information to detect changes in
physical device conﬁguration. Speciﬁcally, we use a two-stage motion de-
tection module that detects potentially signiﬁcant changes in device place-
ment. First, variation in accelerometer magnitude are used to identify
events of signiﬁcant physical activity. Second, events of signiﬁcant physical
activity are ﬁltered using a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to reduce false
positives. When signiﬁcant changes in physical conﬁguration of the devices
are observed, recording is reinitialized on all devices and the optimal group
composition is recalculated.
Chapter 6
Discussion and Conclusion
In this thesis, we have investigated motion sensing techniques and their
use within selected representative application domains. We have proposed
new methods for both physical motion sensing and machine learning-based
motion inference to capture detailed motion information during transporta-
tion, and to quantify movement within speciﬁc areas. In the follow sections,
we outline limitations we have identiﬁed within our methods, and propose
directions for future research.
6.1 Limitations
While the proposed systems and techniques generally perform well in the
considered use cases, there are some limitations to consider. Some of these
limitations pave the way for potential future research, whereas other can be
considered to be engineering challenges in real-world implementations. In
the following we outline some of the main limitations within the proposed
techniques.
6.1.1 Gravity Estimation
The proposed methods for gravity estimation presented in Section 3.1 and
Section 3.2 are inherently heuristic, performing well in typical situations
but are vulnerable to breakage when the underlying assumptions do not
hold. For instance, sustained linear acceleration characterized by long and
gradual acceleration during a period with low overall motion and noise can
be confused with opportune periods for gravity estimation. Such situations
can result in generation of false keypoints which are hard to detect and
ﬁlter, resulting in loss of motion information about the sustained linear
acceleration period. Reliably preserving motion information about linear
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acceleration in such situations might require careful inspection of the over-
all magnitude of acceleration, which in turn would require highly accurate
calibration of the sensors. In our work, we have avoided the requirement of
high-quality sensors, nor do we require virtual recalibration of the sensors.
This has been an intentional design principle to retain maximal generality
of our approach. For applications particularly sensitive to errors in gravity
estimation, more constrained requirements about sensor quality and cal-
ibration might be required. Given well-calibrated sensors, the proposed
gravity estimation methods could be extended to take advantage of the ad-
ditional information. More careful investigation of such extensions is here
left as future research direction.
Within IMU-based adaptive gravity estimation (IAGE), we note that
the approach used in the orientation detection module to detect and vali-
date orientation changes is susceptible to producing latency in gravity es-
timation in case of sustained high-variance movement. This is because
the orientation change event does not complete as long as high-variance
motion persists. This limitation could be alleviated by progressively val-
idating orientation change instead of waiting for the event to complete.
Within IAGE, linear acceleration is decomposed to tangential and radial
components based on correlation between rotation around gravity compo-
nent ΩzG, and linear acceleration on global horizontal plane A´
x,y
G . We note
an alternative method for determining the tangential and radial compo-
nents of horizontal linear acceleration is to ﬁrst perform principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA) on the horizontal linear acceleration. During mecha-
nized transportation, this procedure typically yields tangential and radial
components, which can then be identiﬁed using correlation with rotation
around the vertical global plane.
6.1.2 Peak Features and Accelerometer-based Transposition
mode detection
Within the presented accelerometer-based transportation mode detection,
data collection scenarios have focused on ensuring a non-ambiguous and
precise ground truth. For instance, careful attention was paid to remaining
still while within automotive modalities to avoid mixed activities within the
ground truth data. This results in data sets which can be too ideal com-
pared to normal behavior, which more frequently involves moving within
automotive transportation, frequent interactions with the device, and other
sources of external activities. This problem is alleviated, to an extent, by
evaluations with everyday data collection. However, the data collectors
have been aware of the process and the restrictions used in the data col-
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lection scenarios, and might have followed similar behavior when collecting
data during everyday transportation.
While the peak and segment features show encouraging performance for
identiﬁcation of automotive modalities, we acknowledge an inherent risk
within transportation mode detection of capturing speciﬁc routes instead
of transportation modes. For instance, a speciﬁc train service might ex-
hibit almost invariable patterns of acceleration and braking periods due to
traversing the same line, resulting in segment features which can accurately
capture the train service. However, the main contributor for the segment
features in such a scenario is the route instead of the transportation mode.
This limitation can be alleviated by ensuring a suﬃciently varied set of
training data.
As a practical concern, continuous monitoring of motion sensor(s) is
often impractical within the major operating systems of the mobile devices,
which force various limits to performing continuous background sensing
and processing. In speciﬁc operating systems and versions, e.g., certain
Android OS versions, motion sensors can still be sampled continuously
by using internal buﬀering and motion co-processors. While allowing the
collection of full motion sensor tracers, the buﬀering process prohibits real-
time motion inference techniques. In such situations, the proposed methods
might be better suited for delayed or oﬄine interpretation of the collected
sensor data, diminishing the importance of real-time performance.
6.1.3 Pedestrian models for Crowd Replication
The data collection technique we have employed in Crowd Replication re-
quires following people within the target area. We acknowledge that the
replication process should be carried out in a way that avoids any privacy or
ethical concerns, and socially awkward situations to either the target user
or the researcher performing the replication. The necessary constraints de-
pend on the characteristics of the target space, but should be planned so
that replication can be conducted without the target user becoming aware
or disturbed by the replication. This is also crucial for reducing possible
observer biases in the collected sample. In some cases, tracking a partici-
pant might need to be aborted to avoid revealing the replication process.
Generally, when only few people are using the space and/or they are mostly
stationary, it is better to use an alternative technique, such as paper anno-
tations or video recording combined with post-hoc replication, to capture
the data. People staying within the area during the replication process,
e.g., due to working, might also become aware of the process by noticing
the same people going repeatedly back-and-forth in the area. While not
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directly problematic for data collection, we acknowledge that this might
cause confusion and even observer bias to the stationary activities. Poten-
tial ways to mitigate these issues are to inform the people working at the
target area of the process, split the replication into a series of shorter trials,
or periodically swap the researchers responsible for replicating users.
Crowd replication is mainly designed to capture information about
movement trajectories within the target space. Stationary and lingering
activities are less suited for replication, as prolonged shadowing could re-
sult in the replicated people becoming aware of the process. Replication of
stationary activities additionally ties up one researcher for the period of the
activity, leading to non-optimal use of human resources. Instead of repli-
cating stationary or lingering activities, such activities are generally better
captured using complementing technique, such as the direct observation
methods proposed by Mehta [91].
For large spaces, e.g., ones spanning several streets, crowd replication
may be unsuitable. Firstly, shadowing another person for a prolonged pe-
riod of time is prone to making the user aware of the replication process.
Additionally, the researcher carrying out the replication may start to lose
concentration, which could result in inaccurate data (e.g., decrease quality
of mimicking or result in erroneous or missing labels). Secondly, while er-
rors in our location and pedestrian tracking are very small, they accumulate
over time and hence data quality would decrease. A potential solution for
such spaces would be to divide the area into sub-regions and to perform
crowd replication within these sub-regions.
6.2 Future Work
The contributions related to the gravity component and linear acceleration
estimation presented in this thesis have direct implications for a multitude
of applications relying on device inclination estimation, e.g., adapting ori-
entation of device display, tilt correction for magnetometers, and device
placement detection. Interesting future research directions emerge from in-
vestigating the severity of errors produced by inaccurate gravity component
estimation during periods of sustained linear accelerations within these ap-
plications, and quantifying what the attainable beneﬁts are from correct
gravity component estimation.
When employed for mechanized transportation, pursuing further usage
of the improved horizontal motion representation can pave the way for a
wealth of future studies. For instance, exploring to what extent location
trajectories can be recreated while using only mobile device-embedded mo-
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tion sensors would have impact on privacy and security domains, while also
potentially enhancing existing hybrid inertial-location sensing solutions for
tracking a user’s location. Combined with peak-features, the more accurate
estimation of linear acceleration can beneﬁt studies related to assessing ve-
hicular maneuvers, which could then be used as enablers for applications
such as driving skill and behavior assessment, monitoring traﬃc conditions,
and to detect dangerous traﬃc incidents. So far, the presented research has
mainly focused on horizontal linear acceleration. As a future research di-
rection, the vertical component could also be more carefully considered to
support applications more reliant on movement within vertical and hor-
izontal components, such as aerial or underwater vehicles. Additionally,
linear acceleration associated with land-based mechanized transportation
frequently occurs partly on vertical dimension, e.g., on slopes and hills,
banked turns or elevated motorway junctions.
Within transportation mode detection, the ability to identify trans-
portation mode while only relying on accelerometer acts as an enabler of
privacy-sensitive and low-energy solutions for tracking users’ transporta-
tion behavior. Such solutions could be applied to collection of automated
travel diaries, usable for urban and transportation planners. Besides smart-
phones, such an approach would be suitable for other mobile and wearable
devices including only a three-dimensional accelerometer. We envision, for
instance, that travel cards could be equipped with a low-power accelerom-
eter, enabling tracking users transportation behavior automatically. An-
other interesting future research direction is opened by the increased tem-
poral scale of information obtained from each transportation trip. As the
scale of information expands from frame-based information to containing
entire routes, an important research question arises whether an approach
is capturing the characteristics of the route, the transportation mode or
even the user. While undesirable from the perspective of transportation
mode detection, being able to identify certain routes or a route type could
be interesting for transportation sciences, for instance to identify a speciﬁc
route without requiring information about its location trajectory.
As an on-going research we are currently pursuing, we are in the process
of exploring generalization of the presented accelerometer-based transporta-
tion mode detection, in particular within the light of the limitations de-
tailed above in Section 6.1. Additionally, to support the more wide-spread
availability of gyroscopes, we are in the process of working on IMU-based
transportation mode detection work. Inclusion of gyroscope enables us to
leverage IAGE as part of the overall system, allowing more accurate grav-
ity component estimation and thus also more robust motion representations
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about mechanized movement. As a part of these studies, we are seeking to
compare the methods with state-of-art deep learning approaches, as well
as to take advantage of the standard datasets made available by recent
advances on the ﬁeld [43].
6.3 Conclusion
We have presented novel algorithms for estimation of the gravity compo-
nent for both accelerometer-only-based systems (AAGE), and for IMU-
based systems (IAGE). The main advantage of the proposed systems is
the ability to more accurately estimate the gravity component during pe-
riods of sustained linear acceleration. As an example application demon-
strating eﬀectiveness of the proposed techniques, we have applied AAGE
for accelerometer-based transportation mode detection system. The more
accurate capture of sustained linear acceleration during mechanized move-
ment is leveraged by introducing novel peak- and segment-based features,
which are able to quantify key aspects of vehicular movement. We have
then detailed a classiﬁcation framework able to distinguish between ﬁne-
grained automotive modalities, demonstrating signiﬁcant improvements in
detection accuracy compared to previous work while using solely accelerom-
eter.
Within crowd replication, we have presented a novel high-accuracy
pedestrian motion tracking system. Our approach is based on an as-
sumption of instrumented researchers, taking advantage of the ﬁxed device
model, placement, and orientation of the sensing devices. In our experi-
ments, we demonstrate that the presented motion sensing approach is able
to outperform existing oﬀ-the-shelf techniques for walking, step and pace
detection. Within crowd replication, we demonstrate that the proposed
approach is able to accurately capture indicators about human behavior
within the target space, while simultaneously providing a cost-eﬀective,
privacy-sensitive and unbiased data collection method.
Finally, we have presented two exemplary applications that leverage
motion information to execute their key functionalities. In the ﬁrst exam-
ple, Matkahupi, motion information is used to implement the core module
responsible for identiﬁcation of current the transportation mode. In the sec-
ond example application, CeeSR, motion information is used as a support
module ensuring that the application’s main functionality for collaborative
speech monitoring is not ill-aﬀected by the physical motion of the partici-
pating devices.
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